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INTRODUCTION
Silvius Leopold Weiss (1687-1750) was the finest lutenistcomposer of the German Baroque and perhaps the most prolific
composer for lute of all time.1 The surviving works that are securely
attributable to Weiss are all worthy of public performance today, and
the greatest of them rank among the most profound lute music of any
era.
In his own day, Weiss was widely regarded as the greatest living
lutenist, even the best in history, and he spent the second half of his life
as a celebrated member of the Dresden Hofkapelle, arguably the best
orchestra in Europe. Even in his early maturity he was mentioned in
German publications as one who brought honor to his country along
with Bach, Handel, and Telemann.
The majority of his compositions, all but one of them unpublished
in his own lifetime, became available in printed editions during the 20th
century. A complete-works edition, begun in the early 1980s by this
writer and currendy in the hands of Tim Crawford, strives to establish
an authoritative text of all Weiss’s works. Six volumes, encompassing
the London and Dresden manuscripts of Weiss, are now (Winter, 2003)
in print.
Yet Weiss is far less well known today than his contemporaries
and peers such as Vivaldi or Domenico Scarlatti, probably because the
lute’s repertory in general is less often studied and performed than
works for keyboard, bowed strings, or opera.

Secondary Literature
Weiss’s biography and works are less well served by scholarly
studies than composers of similar rank for other instruments. Laudable
initial attempts at biographical and musical assessment were made in
1906 and 1939 by Hans Volkmann and Hans Neemann, but these
studies were in article form and are now long outdated. A Viennese
dissertation by Karl Prusik in 1923 focused only on the Weiss repertory
known from manuscripts in Austrian libraries, which do not rank
among the most important, thus it is of limited usefulness. Another
dissertation, by Wilton Mason at the University of North Carolina in
1949, was devoted to the London manuscript, included no significant
new biographical information, and it, too, remained unpublished.
1 Only Vincenzo Galilei (ca. 1528-1591), who left hundreds of surviving dance pieces and
intabulations and claims to have composed far more, seems to have been so prolific.

In the late 1960s Josef Klima in Vienna and Hans Radke in
Germany added substantially to the known secondary literature on
Weiss with their article in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart.
The present writer’s doctoral dissertation at Stanford in 1977
presented a summary of new biographical findings of the previous two
decades as well as a style-study overview, considering the works in
London but focusing on the later works from the Dresden manuscript
that Neemann had identified. It also attempted to encompass all thenknown solo works in an index of incipits and concordances, extending
Neemann’s list (1939). Like the other dissertations, it was never
published, though it has circulated among Weiss scholars and
enthusiasts. The author was invited to incorporate his findings into the
New Grove Dictionary article on the Weiss family in 1980.
The pace of Weiss scholarship accelerated in the 1990s. Two more
dissertations (by Ulrike Neu in Frankfurt and Timothy Burris at Duke)
appeared, and several articles presented new discoveries. A congress
organized in 1992 by the now-defunct Weiss Academy (directed by
André Burguete, Bennwihr-Gare, France) in Freiburg im Breisgau
brought together more than two dozen speakers, several prominent
lutenists, and a loan exhibition of historical instruments and musical
sources, all devoted to illustrating the life, times, and music of Weiss
During the course of preparing, with Tim Crawford, the update to
the Weiss article for the most recent New Grove Dictionary (2000), the
author contacted more and more individuals who had made new
discoveries pertaining to Weiss. Thus plans were made to publish a
collection of them in JLSA. Gradually the project expanded to multiple
volumes containing more than twenty articles that attempt to address
the gamut of important issues regarding the great composer. In effect
they will constitute a Life and Works. Herewith we present the first part
of the Biography. The remaining volumes will be devoted to Music and
Instruments.
There is no sign that the pace of new discoveries about Weiss will
abate. Indeed, while the current and forthcoming JLSA volumes will
summarize existing knowledge about the composer, we hope they may
stimulate yet more research on and appreciation for this remarkable
composer.

Douglas Alton Smith

A Biography of Silvius Leopold Weiss
By Douglas Alton Smith
he following biographical sketch of Silvius Leopold Weiss is
an attempt to describe the lutenist’s entire life more
comprehensively than has previously been essayed in the
English language. It aims also to incorporate and place
perspective many of the new findings by other authors in this set of
Journals devoted to Weiss. The two pioneering biographical studies
(Volkmann 1906/07 and Neemann 1939)’ are long outdated and now
largely superseded by later research.

T

The present study does not pretend to be exhaustive. Rather, it
offers an updated overview, together with the documentary
evidence. The amount of material on Weiss’s life known to scholars
has grown in recent decades to the point where a monograph
would be necessary to treat thoroughly Weiss and his cultural
milieu, the known archival and published documents, and their
implications.

1687: Birth and Birthplace
Silvius Leopold Weiss was probably born in 1687 in Grottkau
(Grodkow), a small town approximately 60 km. southeast of Breslau
(Wroclaw), Silesia. Breslau was long thought to have been his
birthplace, but new research presented elsewhere in this Journal
suggests that Grottkau is more likely.1
2 In Weiss’s youth the region
was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, but in 1740 King
Frederick the Great annexed it to Prussia. Silesia was ceded to
Poland after World War II.
The reason for Weiss’s parents to name him Silvius is not known.
His middle name Leopold may be an obeisance to Emperor
Leopold I (r. 1658 to 1705). The Emperor was well known as an avid
musician and even a composer.

From 1344 to 1810 the town and duchy of Grottkau were under the
direct rule or governorship of the Prince-Bishop of Breslau, who
1 Hans Neemann, “Die Lautenistenfamilie Weiss,” Archiv fir Musikforschung 4, Heft 2 (1939): 157
189; Hans Volkmann, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss, Der letzte große Lautenist,” Die Musik 6, Heft 17
(1906/07): 274-289.
2 Frank Legi, “Between Grottkau and Neuburg: New information on the biography of Sivius
Leopold Weiss” this Journal, vol. 31 (1998), and Frank Legi, “Zwischen Grottkau und Neuberg:
Neues zur Biograpie von Silvius Leopold Weiss,” Die Laufe 4 (2000): 1-40.

in
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bore the title “Prince [Fürst] of Neisse and Duke of Grottkau.”3 The
bishop in Weiss’s time was Franz Ludwig von Neuburg (r. 16831732), whose family was to play a decisive role as patron during the
first half of Silvius’ long career, as well as the careers of his father
and his younger brother Johann Sigismund.
Nothing is known about Silvius’ mother apart from her name, Anna
Margaretha. Of his father Johann Jacob (?1662-1754) we know that he
was a highly skilled lutenist and the lute teacher of his children,
though apparently not a composer.

1690: Birth of Weiss’s Sister
In 1690 the Evangelical-Lutheran Baptismal Book of St. Elisabeth’s
Church records the baptism in Breslau on September 21 of Juliana
Margaretha, the daughter of “Hans Jacob Weiß Lautenist” and his
wife “Anna Margaretha.”4 Juliana’s godparents were Count Anthon
von Schaffgotsch, the senior City Councillor Johann Siegmund von
Haunold, and the wife of another councillor, Maximilian von Seiler.
Hans Anton Schaffgotsch was a member of one of the most
powerful noble families in Silesia, and was Imperial Landesdirektor in
Silesia.

The importance of these officials should not be overemphasized,
since it was customary for European parents in earlier times to ask
the highest-ranking individuals to whom they may have had even a
tenuous connection to be godparents of their children. Sometimes
the obligation, surely a frequent one in an era when large families
were common, was fulfilled by proxy. But as shown below, Silvius
himself chose for several of his children godparents to whom we
know he was indeed close.

Since Juliana was baptized in Breslau, the Weiss family may have
been living there by 1690. St. Elisabeth was, and still is, the main
Evangelical church in Breslau, located in the center of the old city.
We do not know for certain whether the family was Protestant or
Catholic. The weight of evidence points to Lutheranism because of
the site of Juliana’s baptism and the facts that Sigismund was buried
in a Protestant cemetery and Juliana later married an evangelical
pastor.5 Yet Count Schaffgotsch, as an Imperial representative, must
3 Johannes Schultz-Tesmar, Schlesien: Der Reiseführer durch das Land an der Oder (Leen Verlag Gerhard
Rautenberg, 1988), p. 96.
4 Neemann 1939, p. 159 n. 3. The record appears in the baptismal book for 1690, folio 22.
Neemann did not see the documents, but received the text via correspondence.
5 Ernst Gottlieb Baron, Study of the Lute, transl. Douglas Alton Smith (Redondo Beach, California:
Instrumenta Antiqua, 1976): 70; Rüdiger Thomsen-Fürst, “...mit einem Priester in derPfalt^ verheyrathetet.
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have been Catholic. Siivius died a Catholic and was buried in
Dresden’s Catholic cemetery. He may have converted to Catholicism
in Rome, since he seems to have married an Italian woman there.*
46

1694: Imperial Debut
While still a young boy, Siivius Weiss performed for Emperor
Leopold I. We do not know where or exactly when the recital took
place. Luise Gottsched, who later had friendly correspondence with
Weiss and was an excellent player of his music, writes that:

“His first teacher was his own father, who advanced him so far with
his splendid natural talent (Naturelle), that already in his seventh year
he had played before Kaiser Leopold.”7
To make an imperial debut at seven he must have begun his lessons
at a very early age. The Wunderkind’s talent probably came to the
attention of an aristocratic patron who recommended the young
artist to the Emperor. The most likely intermediaries are the PrinceBishop Franz Ludwig von Neuburg or his brother Pfakgraf (Count
Palatine)8 Karl Philipp (1661-1742), an imperial field marshal who
resided both in Vienna and, by the early 18th century, primarily in
the Renaissance castle at Brieg (Brzeg) near Breslau. Their sister
Eleonore Magdalena had married the Emperor in 1676.

1706: In the Service of High Aristocracy
Certainly by 1706, and likely earlier, perhaps as early as the time of
his imperial debut, Weiss was engaged as a musician in the service
of the above-mentioned Karl Philipp. He was to spend the rest of
his life as court musician to high aristocrats or royals.
In January or early February of 1706 the teenaged lutenist visited
Berlin (ca. 300 km from Breslau), where he must have met the
visiting Crown Prince Friedrich of Hessen-Kassel. In February
Weiss joined the prince’s retinue, receiving a salary and board

Zur Biographie der Juliana Margaretha und zu einem unbekannten Zweig der Lautenistenfamilie
Weiss,” Die Laute 4 (2000): 41-47.
4 Douglas Alton Smith, “The late sonatas of Silvius Leopold Weiss,” (PhD dissertation, Stanford
University, 1977). 28; and Francesca Vacca, “Weiss in Rome,” this Journal, forthcoming.
7 Johann Cristoph Gottsched, ed., Handiexicon oder Kurtypfaßtes Wörterbuch der schönen Wissenschaften und
freyen Künste (Leipzig, 1760), col. 1644-45. Translation in appendix to Legi, “Between Grottkau and
Neuburg” this Journal.
8 A Pjakgrafranks below Fürst (prince) and above Markgraf(margrave) in German secular aristocratic
hierarchy.
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allowance, and traveled with the Hessians to spend a month in
Kassel and Kleve, northwest of Düsseldorf near the Dutch border.9
The month of April he spent concertizing at the Düsseldorf court
of Johann Wilhelm, Elector of the Palatinate and eldest brother of
Karl Philipp and the Breslau Prince-Bishop.10 There Weiss
apparently composed, or presented, his earliest identifiable
composition, Sonata 7 in c minor, which is inscribed in his hand:
“Von Ano 6. In Düsseldorf. Ergo Nostra giuventu comparisce”
(From Anno [170J6 in Düsseldorf. Ergo our youthful debut.)11
A year later the Palatine court engaged Silvius’ younger brother
Johann Sigismund and their father Johann Jakob. The two musicians
remained in the Palatinate the rest of their lives. Silvius’ sister
Juliana, also a lutenist, later married a pastor there,12 so she
undoubtedly came with the family.

At about this time Silvius Weiss taught lute to the Breslau merchant
Johann Kropfganss the Elder, whose son Johann would also be a
Weiss student decades later. Walther’s Musicalisches Lexicon reports in
1732 that the elder Kropfganss:
“... continued this study [of the lute] faithfully in Breslau some 30
years ago with Mr. Philipp Frantz LeSage de Richee, and 25 years ago
[ca. 1707] with the great artist Mr. Sylvio Leopoldo Weiss, who at that
time was in Count Palatine service, and from him [Weiss] he learned
the proper, fundamental essence of this instrument.”13
LeSage, the composer of one of the few published collections of
German Baroque lute music,14 may have died in the interim. Living
in the same city for at least several years, Weiss must have had
contact with LeSage, but the influence—if any—of the elder
lutenist’s music and method on Weiss has yet to be examined.
By May 5, 1706, Weiss’s sojourn in Düsseldorf had come to an end.
The Palatine Elector wrote a letter to his brother Karl Philipp,
9 Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuburg,” this Journal.
10 Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuburg,” this Journal.
11 Designations such aas “Sonata 7” or “S-C7” (Smith-Crawford number 7) refer to die numbering
system for Weiss’s solo and ensemble works as presented in the edition Silvias Leopold IPotr.· Complete
¡Porksfor Late edited by Douglas Alton Smith (vols 1-4) and subsequently Tim Crawford. Sonata 7
in c minor is preserved both in the London and the Dresden manuscripts. The inscription, which
cvidendy refers to Weiss’s early style, is in the latter source.
12 Baron p. 70. See also Thomsen-Furst, 42ff.
13 Johann Gottfried Walther, Mnsicaliscbes Lexicon (Leipzig: Wolffgang Deer, 1732), 346-347. See
the KropfganB biography in Smith and Legl, “Documents of Weiss’s Life,” this Journal,
forthcoming, under the year 1732.
14 Philipp Franz LeSage de Richee, Cabinet der Lastten (Breslau, 1695). The instruction section is
translated in Douglas Alton Smith and Peter Danner, “How beginners... should proceed: The lute
instructions of LeSage de Richee,” JLSA 9 (1976): p. 87-94.
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thanking him for the brief loan of his lutenist Weiss, and declaring
that “during his presence [here] this virtuoso performed in such a
manner that I felt abundant pleasure and contentment.”15 Weiss
presumably returned promptly to Breslau.

Two months later Weiss very likely participated in a musical and
nautical entertainment given by Karl Philipp on the Oder River
between Brieg and Breslau. A contemporary engraving shows a
pleasure barge built for Karl Philipp to entertain guests, floating past
the village of Pópelwitz [Popowice]. One can easily imagine Weiss
as one of the artistic contributors to this party. The inscription on
the engraving reads:

Delineation of that Pleasure Barge which His Princely
Highness Lord Carl Philipp Count Palatine on the Rhine, Pleniss.
Tit. On the Day of St. Anne, namely the 26th of July of the Year
1706, had erected and illuminated on the Oder River not far
from Breslau, upon which to divert himself together with
numerous Princely and other High Aristocratic Society by the
frequent performance of rare music.16
In August of 1707 Karl Philipp, who already in 1705 had been
appointed imperial governor of Tyrol by the Emperor, moved
from Breslau to Innsbruck. For the next three years we do not
know Silvius Weiss’s whereabouts, whether he went to Innsbruck
with the new governor or remained in Breslau. It is tempting to
speculate that he accompanied his lord to the Tyrol. Otherwise he
would have had to seek other employment in Breslau.

1710 to 1714: The Italian Sojourn and the Sobieskis
Because of Baron’s account,17 Weiss was long thought to have gone
to Italy in 1708, a date which new evidence shows is too early. In
1710, perhaps before the Carnival season (when the prince is known
from newspaper accounts to have been in Rome), Weiss traveled

15 Quoted by Frank Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuburg,” this Journal. Transcript and facsimile
of the surviving draft in Frank I-egl, “Zwischen Grottkau und Neuburg,” 36-37. Full text and
translation in Smith and Legl, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, under year 1706.
I6J.J. Eybelwisser (painter), Johann Oertel (engraver), “Delineatio.” Facsimile in Olgierd Czemer,
Wroclaw na dawnej rycinie (Wroclaw: Ossolineum, 1991), plate 100. Original in the National
Museum, Wroclaw.
Delineatio / Desjenigen Lust Schiffes, welches S. Hoch-Fiirstl. Durchl. Herr Carl Philipp PfaltzGraffbey Rhein, Pleniss. Tit: am Tage Stae. Annae, alß den 26. July des 1706. Jahres auf dem
Oder Strohm ohnweit Breßlau aufrichten, und illuminiren lassen, Sich auch darauf mit Zahlreicher
Hoch-Fürstl. Und anderer Hohen Gesellschafft unter anstimmung einer raren Music öffters
divertirct haben. / Inventor George Friedrich Thielk. Pfaltzgräffl. Lust-Gärtner / Johann Jacob
Eybelwisser pinxit, delineavit & excudcrunt / Johann Oertl sculps:
17 Baron 1727, p. 71.
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south in the company of Prince Alexander Sobieski of Poland
(1676-1714).18 By marriage of his siblings, Alexander was related to
the Neuburg family, who in turn were related to the Emperor. He
lived near Breslau, and may have known of the young lutenist as
early as the virtuoso’s imperial debut in about 1694.19

The late king Jan’s French widow, Queen Maria Casimira, had lived
with her large retinue in Rome since 1699, where she became an
important patroness of music and eventually of Silvius Weiss.20 Her
maestro di capella in 1708 was Alessandro Scarlatti, who was succeeded
in January of 1709 by his son Domenico. Prince Alexander came
several times from Ohlau to visit his mother in Rome, and
eventually came for good in 1710, arriving by the Carnival season.
We do not know Weiss’s function in the prince’s retinue, if any,
apart from making music. Some of Alexander’s other musicians
served other roles when they joined Prince Jakub after Alexander’s
death.21

In 1702 the queen leased as her residence the Palazzo Zuccari, at the
top of the Spanish Steps. The edifice today houses the Biblioteca
Hertziana, a German art-historical institute. A few minutes’ walk
from Palazzo Zuccari, as Francesca Vacca recently discovered, the
lutenist shared an apartment with his Italian wife Maria Angela in
1712-13.22 Probably he converted to Catholicism to marry her, for
his own family was clearly Protestant. Nothing is known of Weiss’s
Italian spouse before or since, for she apparently did not return
with him to Germany.

Prince Alexander was well connected in Roman society. Like his
mother, he became a member of the Accademia degli Arcadi, a social
and artistic institution founded by Cardinal Ottoboni. For the
academy the prince staged operas. Weiss must have played theorbo
or archlute continuo in at least half a dozen of the operas
composed between 1710 and 1714 by Domenico Scarlatti for the
queen. Francesca Vacca and Terrell Stone have written in this Journal

18 Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuburg,” this Journal, appendix (Gottsched 1760).
19 The prince was the second son of the late King Jan Sobieski, who had won immortal fame in
1683 leading Polish cavalry and a pan-European army to lift a Turkish siege threatening the gates
of Vienna. In 1691 Prince Jakub Sobieski, Alexander’s elder brother, married Hedwig Elisabeth
von Neuburg (1667-1739), a sister of Karl Philipp, and the couple subsequently lived in Ohlau, on
the Oder River about 30 kilometers southeast of Breslau. Alexander’s primary residence became
Ohlau as well. See Jerzy Zak, “The Sobieskis in Silesia and in Rome: Weiss’s first royal patrons,”
this Journal, forthcoming, for further discussion of the Polish royal family.
30 Francesca Vacca, “Weiss in Rome,” this Journal, forthcoming.
21 See Zak, this Journal, forthcoming.
22 Francesca Vacca, this Journal, forthcoming.
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about some of the impressions that Weiss must have absorbed
during his stay in the Eternal City.23

Queen Maria Casimira left Rome in the summer of 1714, and the
prince died there on November 19. He had suffered for months
with the gout, thus his death surely came as no surprise and Weiss
would have had ample warning that his income was in jeopardy.

1715-1717: Return to Central Europe
There is no known documentation for Weiss’s whereabouts from
his Roman sojourn until 1718, when a letter from the Dresden
elector to Karl Philipp thanks the latter for the loan of his musician
Weiss.24 However, the lutenist may have joined, or rejoined, the
Tyrolean court of his early patron Karl Philipp as early as
November or December, 1714, or in early 1715. It would in any case
have been logical for Weiss to pass through Innsbruck, located on
one of the primary transalpine trade routes, on his way home, and
he would surely have known that Karl Philipp was still governor
there. Perhaps the entire Roman sojourn was an extended leave of
absence from his lord in order to absorb Italian musical style at its
source, and the prince’s death provided a logical incentive to
resume his service to Karl Philipp. In his article in this journal, Frank
Legl offers evidence that Weiss was later known as a musician in the
Tyrol.
Perhaps from a base in Innsbruck, Weiss may have made a trip to
Prague in 1715. If a recent hypothesis regarding Weiss’s ownership
of the recently-discovered Giovanni Tesler theorbo is true, then the
lutenist could have visited the Edlinger workshop in Prague to have
the instrument modified.25 This recently-restored theorbo, which
has a spectacular body of 65 shaded-yew ribs, is now in the
Kunstgewerbemuseum of the Dresden State Art Collections in
Schloß Pillnitz. Weiss may have brought it with him from Rome,
and it bears an Edlinger conversion label of 1715. This instrument
appears very like the quite distinctive instrument depicted in young
Weiss’s (?) hands in a fanciful group portrait of some personalities at
the Dresden court by Johann Georg Platzer, ca. 1740.26

23 Francesca Vacca, “Weiss in Rome,” and Terrell Stone, “Italy and the transformation of Weiss’s
solo lute style,” this Journal, forthcoming.
24 See Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuberg,” this Journal; and the Smith and Legl “Documents,”
this Journal, forthcoming, under the year 1718.
25 See Lundberg, “Weiss’s lutes,” this Journal, forthcoming. The hypothesis was advanced by
André Burgucte at the conference “Dresdner Lautentage 2000.”
26 This well-known scenario hangs in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, and was
formerly in the Hermitage in St. Petersburg. Its possible association with Dresden and Weiss will be
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Karl Philipp became Elector of the Palatinate upon the death of his
elder brother Johann Wilhelm in June, 1716. However, he remained
for nearly a year in Innsbruck, then moved his court for more than
another year to the family seat of Neuburg (on the Danube River
near Ingolstadt), and then to Heidelberg in August, 1718. Finally in
1720, he settled permanently in Mannheim. We may presume, for
lack of other information though currently without secure proof,
that Silvius Weiss remained with him until mid-1718, except for one
or more visits to Dresden and Prague.27

1717: Visit to Prague and Invention of the 13-Course Lute
The late Oregon luthier Robert Lundberg first proposed in 1992
that Weiss originated the idea of the 13-course lute and had it built
in Prague.28 Autograph versions of Sonata 1 in F, discussed below,
contain multiple suggestions that Silvius Weiss visited Prague in
1717. This may have been the year when the idea of the 13-course
lute with bass rider was conceived, a collaboration between Silvius
Leopold Weiss and the luthier Thomas Edlinger. Weiss could easily
have passed through the Bohemian capital on his way to and from
Dresden, and must have visited the prominent luthier.
Luise Gottsched, who knew Weiss personally, says explicitly (in
1760) that Weiss increased the compass of the lute from eleven to
thirteen courses:29

“One can call this great artist to some extent the father of the lute,
for with him it has taken a completely different form [Gerta/i}. He
not only increased it from eleven to thirteen courses, but since he
also made its neck straight fgerade] or theorboed [theorbirei\, he
henceforth enabled it to play along in the largest Concerten”
Weiss was likely inspired not only by the Renaissance instruments
converted to 11-course configuration by Thomas Edlinger between
about 1700 and 1717,30 but also by Italian instruments he had played
in Rome. The contrabasses of the Italian archlute and theorbo,
which descend to contrabass A or below, depending on the
number of courses, must surely have contributed to awakening in
him a desire for deeper basses on his D-minor solo lute. Perhaps
Edlinger offered the suggestion of a bass counterpart to the
chanterelle rider already in use on many 11-course instruments,
the subject of a study by Jean-Luc Bresson in a forthcoming bulledn of the Société française de luth
and this Journal, forthcoming.
27 Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuburg,” this Journal.
28 Lundberg, “Weiss’s Lutes,” this Journal, forthcoming.
29 Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuburg,” this Journal, appendix.
30 Robert Lundberg, “Weiss’s Lutes,” this Journal, forthcoming.
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though the idea could also have come from Weiss himself or
another lutenist.
In 1717 Weiss was still composing exclusively for the eleven-course
French lute, because we know several of his compositions from
that year. An autograph version of the allemande to Sonata 1 in the
London manuscript is marked (in French) “Original made in
Prague, 1717,” and another autograph of the same piece in the
Vienna manuscript Ms. Suppl. Mus. 1078 (which has many
Bohemian connections) bears an autograph inscription to Prince
Lobkowitz: “Your Excellency Hyacinth Lobkowitz should take care
to turn the page.”31 If he did not yet know them previously, he
could through his patron Karl Philipp have been given
introductions to Prince Lobkowitz or Count Losy, both of them
Imperial representatives in Bohemia and, like Karl Philipp, wellknown music lovers. He doubtiess had other connections to Prague,
including the Hartig family, for one of whose departed members he
wrote the haunting Tombeau stir la Mort de M. Cajetan Baron d’Hartig (S
*),
one of his greatest compositions. We do not know the
C 11
identity of the dedicatee. This piece, dated March, 1719, is one of
the earliest for thirteen courses. Tim Crawford discusses Weiss’s
music for twelve and thirteen courses elsewhere in this set of
journals.32

1718: Dresden
At some point between late 1716 and early 1718, the Saxon court
invited Weiss to Dresden as a guest. For this visit he received a leave
of absence from Karl Philipp. Weiss played twice for the Dresden
court as a soloist and was given 100 ducats as a reward.3334
In any case,
“der Lautenist Weiss” is listed in 1718 in the salary register of the
Dresden HojkapelleA It is unlikely that Weiss was active at the
Dresden court during the summer of 1717, since the mother of
Elector August had died and the elector declared a period of
mourning, thus for three months no music was played at court. The
musician J. J. Quantz writes that he left Dresden during this period

31 “V[ostra]. Efcccllenza]. Hfyacinth], L[obkowitz). b[adi]. di Voltare.” Smith/Weiss edn. vol. 4, p.
210. Pietro Prosser kindly suggested the interpretation of the abbreviation “b. di Voltare.”
32 Tim Crawford, “S. L. Weiss’s use of the lower bass courses,” this Journal, forthcoming.
33 Moritz Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte der Musik und des Theaters am Hofe der Kurfürsten von Sachsen, vol. 2
(Dresden, 1862), 126.
34 Fürstenau’s listing of "Sylvius Leopold Weiss, I-autenist" in Beyträge yur Geschichte der Königlich
Sächsischen musikalischen Kapelle (Dresden, 1849), p. 123 is an interpretive error. Only the name
"Weiss" appears in the actual document, but it must have been Silvius.
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and only returned in October.35 If he were then in Dresden, Weiss
might have used the opportunity to go to Prague.
This period was an excellent time for Weiss to seek employment in
Dresden. By late 1716 the Elector of Saxony and his son Prince
Elector Friedrich August II were actively recruiting musicians from
Italy for the Dresden court music, particularly opera, for the Saxons
were discussing with the imperial court in Vienna the possibility of
marriage of one of two young Hapsburg archduchesses to the Saxon
prince elector. Elector August the Strong of Saxony had striven for
two decades to erect a musical establishment that would serve as
proper cultural representation for the ambitious Saxon elector-king,
and the pending imperial liaison gave his plans new impetus.36 In
this light, and because Weiss knew by mid-1716 that his lord Karl
Philipp would soon become sovereign of the electoral principality
where his father and brother were already employed, we may
suspect that Silvius Weiss began to think in terms of a possible
future elsewhere. He would have had ample courtly contacts such
as his own patron who could have suggested Dresden and arranged
his performance there.

At this time the oboist Johann Joachim Quantz also visited Dresden
seeking a position. He later wrote his impressions:37
In March of 1716 I thus went to Dresden. Here I soon
became aware that simply hitting the notes that the composer
has written is far from the greatest attribute of a musician.
The royal orchestra was already in bloom at that time. Through
the even [egaij French manner of playing, introduced by the
then concertmaster Volumier, it already distinguished itself
from many other orchestras. Subsequently, under the leadership
of the next concertmaster Herr Pisendel and his introduction of
a mixed style, the orchestra gradually achieved such excellence
of expression, that in all my future travels I heard none better.

It was brilliant at that time with several famous instrumentalists
such as Pisendel and Verracini on the violin; Pantaleon
35 Quantz writes: “Im Jahr 1717 verstarb die Frau Mutter des Königs Augustus des II. Die Trauer
darüber verursachete ein drcymonadiches Stillschweigen der Musik. Während dieser Zeit that ich
eine Reise durch Nieder- und Oberschlesien, Mähren und Oesterreich nach Wien; und kchrete im
October dieses Jahres, über Prag wieder nach Dresden zurück” Marpurg, p. 207.
36 Michael Walter, “Italienische Musik als Repräsentationskunst der Dresdener Fürstenhochzeit von
1719,” in Eibfloren^ Italienische Präsentem Dresden vom 16.-19. Jahrhundert, ed. B. Marx (MünchemBeck
2000). “Es scheint, als hätte man bereits 1716 begonnen, gezielt Sorge für die Aufführung
italienischer Musik am Dresdener Hof zu tragen.”
37 F. W. Marpurg, Historisch-Kritische Bgträge, vol. 1 (Berlin, 1754; reprint Hildesheim: Olms, 1970),
p. 206f. See Smith and Legi, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original German
text.
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Hebenstreit on the pantaleon;38 Sylvius Leopold Weiss on the
lute and theorbo; Richter on the oboe; Buffardin on the
transverse flute; not to mention the good violoncellists,
bassoonists, waldhornists, and contrabassists.
While listening to these famous people I was transported with
awe, and my desire to continue my musical studies doubled. I
sought to place myself in a position of also someday becoming
a passable member of such an outstanding group.
Since Weiss was not officially engaged with the orchestra until late
1718, one wonders if Quantz, writing decades later, remembered
correctly about Weiss’s presence in the ensemble as early as the
spring of 1716.
However, Quantz’s praise for the Dresden orchestra members gains
credibility when one reads his candid comments about lesser
musicians elsewhere. He is not easily impressed and does not
hesitate to criticize or label a player or singer as mediocre
[mittelmässig. Before long, Quantz became one of the twelve
musicians who accompanied the king on his official trips to Poland.
There is no current evidence that Weiss ever belonged to this
group.

The Dresden of August the Strong
Elector August II of Saxony (b. 1670, r. 1694-1733) was unusually
interested not only in politics, commerce, and military science, but
also the arts. He became not only “the greatest Maecenas in German
cultural history, a significant promoter of science, commerce and
industry, but also with the Saxon-Polish union he succeeded in
decisively changing the power structure of Europe.”39 When he
successfully competed for the Polish throne in 1697, he secretly
converted to Catholicism but placated his horrified Saxon subjects
with an edict of religious freedom, which was to aid the land in
increasing its already solid commercial and industrial as well as
artistic foundations.
In 1701 August granted asylum to the apothecary and alchemist
Johann Friedrich Böttger, who spent several years attempting in vain
to make gold at the king’s behest. In late 1708, Böttger contrived to
read the papers of the deceased porcelain researcher Ehrenfried
38 The pantaleon, named after its inventor, was a variant of the hammer dulcimer and a predecessor
of the fortepiano.
39 Matthias Gretzschcl, David Menzhausen, and Jürgen Karpinski, August der Starke und seine Schlosser
(Hamburg: Ellert und Richter, 1991), p. 6. My translation. Most of the material on August in this
brief section stems from this book.
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Walther von Tschirnhaus and reconstruct the process of making
hard white porcelain for the first time in Europe. Böttger refined
the process, and in 1710 the king moved the alchemist and his
manufacturing works to Schloß Albrechtsburg in nearby Meissen.
The town soon became very famous for its “white gold” and gave
the state a lucrative monopoly on the product. The king was a great
lover of porcelain sculpture, and his collection is one of the many
jewels in the Dresden State Art Collections.
While a young man on his obligatory cavalier tour, August had
visited France, Spain and Italy, where the new architecture
profoundly impressed him. He was later to make Dresden one of
the most outstanding baroque cities in Europe with his continuous
building program. The most impressive, and famous, example of
Dresden’s Augustan Baroque architecture is the Zwinger, a large
complex of pavilions and other buildings that enclose a square in
the center of the old city. August began planning the complex with
his architects in 1709. The final element in the main development
phase was the new opera house, whose cornerstone was laid in
September, 1718. One of the primary characteristics of this
architecture was its sculptural nature, the most prominent example
of which was a huge royal crown of stone, as high as a ten-story
building, which gave the Zwinger August’s personal stamp. Other
important building projects, including major palaces and churches
in Dresden and its environs as far as 60 km. away, were under
construction for most of the more than thirty years that Weiss spent
in Dresden.
From winter 1718 until August 1719, Dresden was under heavy
construction. The monarch wanted to finish his principal buildings
and other edifices such as grandstands, water towers in the Elbe,
and a grand triumphal arch before the wedding of his son in 1719.
The two most important projects were the Zwinger, which the
architect Pöppelmann characterized as a stage (for outdoor
activities), and the actual stage, the opera house.
August and his son the prince elector devoted similar effort to
building and maintaining the finest court musical establishment in
Europe of their era, not to mention their cultivation of painters
such as Bernardo Bellotto (Canaletto), who came in 1747 and
immortalized the facades of the city in paintings and engravings.

1718: The Dresden Hofkapelle
It is unclear when Weiss first visited Dresden, and whether he
visited more than once before he joined the orchestra. The earliest
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known primary evidence is the letter of apology written on April 3,
1718 by Elector August to the lutenist’s lord, Elector Palatine Karl
Philipp, and given two days later to Weiss to be carried home,
presumably to Karl Philipp’s temporary residence in Neuburg.40
Weiss may have returned resolved to request termination of his
contract with Karl Philipp, for a few months later he settled in
Dresden permanendy.

Although a “Mr. Weiss” concertized in London from February to
June, 1718, documented in advertisements in the London Daily
Courant, this must have been Johann Sigismund.41 The above
mentioned letter indicates that in the spring of 1718 Silvius was in
Dresden and subsequently Neuburg, still in Karl Philipp’s service.
Sigismund, in contrast, though technically also in Karl Philipp’s
service, would have had good reason to seek concert earnings or
employment elsewhere, since his new sovereign was still absent
from the Palatine court two years after his inheritance of the
electorate, and the state’s coffers had been severely depleted under
the late Elector Johann Wilhelm.
On the 23rd of August, 1718, Elector August engaged Weiss
officially as Electoral Saxon and Royal Polish Chamber Musician
with the salary of 1000 Reicbsthaler per year, the salary retroactive to
August 1. The financial document, signed by Afccis] R[ath] H. Gr[af]
von Prinz, indicates that Weiss was to submit monthly invoices for
83 Reicbsthaler, 8 Groschen.42 Likely reasons for him to leave Karl
Philipp’s service are that his father and brother already served the
Palatine court—and he would have been reluctant to displace
them—and the court was heavily in debt, which could have
precluded Karl Philipp from hiring a third lutenist.43 In any case
Dresden then had one of the finest musical establishments in
Europe.

Weiss’s primary duties at the Dresden court may have been in
continuo groups. He played lute (in a few documented cases), but
more often the theorbo in the orchestra in opera and other secular
music performances as well as sacred services at the Catholic
Cappella Regia, the royal chapel in the converted opera house next to
the Taschenberg Palace.44 The now much more famous Hofkirche
40 Sec Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuberg,” this Journal, p. 77, and Smith and Legl,
“Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, year 1718.
41 Douglas Alton Smith, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss: Master Lutenist of the German Baroque, Early
Music, 8 (1980.), 49. In this article I offered the conjecture that the “Mr. Weiss” who performed in
London was Silvius.
42 See Smith and Legl, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, item under the year 1718.
43 Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuberg,” this Journal.
44 Timothy Burris, “Lute and theorbo in vocal music in 18,h-century Dresden: A performance
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(court church), known from Canaletto’s depictions, was not begun
until 1737 nor consecrated until 1751, thus Weiss probably never
worked there. A few secular arias composed in the period 1719
1749, some of which are mentioned below, specify Uuto or Tiorba as
obbligato instrument. We can safely assume that Weiss was intended
to perform these parts. His colleagues, the theorbist Francesco
Arigoni (on the orchestral rolls from 1697 until his death in
December of 1719) and the Arciliutist and Violdagambist Gottfried
Bentley (documented from 1709 to 1729) were surely capable but
not sensational musicians as Weiss was.
He also played chamber music for the court, either solo or in small
ensembles, as documented several times (mentioned below)
between 1718 and 1722. The extent of his performance as a soloist
or chamber musician at the court is currently impossible to estimate
because little documentation has come to light. In 1728 he wrote to
Prince Lobkowitz that “The presence of the King will hinder me,
perhaps for the whole winter, from having the favor of paying my
most humble respects in Raudnitz...” This implies that Weiss’s
services were required when the king was in Dresden. Weiss may
have been a regular performer not only in the continuo group at
weekly Catholic church services and occasional operas but also as
soloist or chamber musician for private occasions for the royal
family. An engraving of just such a small ensemble entertaining
guests at the king’s birthday celebration on May 12, 1718 (after Weiss
had left Dresden for Neuburg) illustrates a kind of Tafelmusik that
may have been typical at the court.

September 1718 to March 1719: Viennese Sojourn and First
Pieces for 13-Course Lute
As one of his first duties, Weiss traveled with ten other of
Dresden’s finest musicians to the Imperial Court in Vienna. The
musicians formed part of the retinue of the prince elector of
Saxony, who was to select one of the two daughters of the late
Emperor Josef I (eldest son of Leopold I, r. 1705-1711) as his bride.
The musicians’ purpose was probably to demonstrate to the
archduchesses and the Imperial court the high level of culture at
Dresden.

practice study (Ph.D. dissertation, Duke University, 1997): 230 and passim.
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Figure 1 - Raymond de Le Plat (ca. 1664-1742), The Dresden royal court chapcl (1719). Dresden,
Kupferstichkabinett (SLUB/Deutsche Fotothek #143052). The inscription on the pen-and-brush
drawing reads: Vue intérieure de la Chapelle Roíale au Chateau de Dresde ou l’on a chanté le Te
Deum, en actions des graces de l’Arriveé de Leurs Altesses Roíales.
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Figure 2 — Dresden musicians performing at table for August the Strong.

Johann Friedrich Wentzel (1670-1723) after Matthaus Daniel Pöppelmann
(1662-1736), “Temple of Honor for the 49'i] Birthday of August the Strong,
May 18, 1718.” Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden/ Deutsche
Fotothek #129 352.
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For this trip Weiss, the concertmaster Volumier and pantalonist
Pantaleon Hebenstreit received 1 Keichsthaler and 8 Groschen per diem
allowance; the others were granted less.45 Ernst Gottlieb Baron later
reported that Weiss “had the special honor of performing to
unusual applause for both living and ruling Imperial Majesties,”
presumably referring to solo or duo performance (with the flutist
Buffardin) before Emperor Charles VI and his Empress in Vienna.

Perhaps little passion was aroused between the archduchesses and
the prince elector, for he could not make a decision. Finally the
pope himself interceded in March, 1719, choosing the elder
daughter, Maria Josepha.46
Since Prague was also an Imperial city, and lay on a main route
towards Vienna, the Saxon party probably passed through the
Bohemian capital on their way to Vienna. Thus September, 1718
may be the point at which Weiss took possession of his first 13course lute with a bass rider, as Robert Lundberg suggests in a
forthcoming article in this Journal. His first surviving piece for 13course lute, the Plainte (S-C 15/1 in B-flat), is dated January 11, 1719,
when he was still in Vienna. Its use of the lowest courses is sparing
and rudimentary. Numerous other pieces for thirteen courses
followed, documented in the article by Tim Crawford in a
forthcoming issue of this Journal. No 13-course music by any
German lute composer is known to stem from before this time, nor
for some years afterward. Within a few years the innovation spread
to other German cities. In 1723 a lutenist named Gneisel in
Nuremberg wrote to another lutenist in Frankfurt that “after I had
the good fortune to get an admirable Laux Maier lute I had it
adapted a la modem to 13 courses, which succeeded so well that I can
bravely risk playing with a company of four or five persons and not
fear being drowned out.”47

45 See Smith and Legl, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, item under the year 1718.
46 Gretschel und Bühlau, Geschichte des sächsischen Volkes und Staates, 2nd. ed., vol. 2, p. 592, dted in
Volkmann, 279.
47 University of Göttingen, Uffenbach-Archiv Nr. 632, letter of December 5, 1723 by J. D.
Gneisel le fils to Uffenbach. The correspondence was discovered in 1989 by Andre Burguete and
Peter Dechant but has yet to be published. The original reads: “Und nachdeme [ich] das Glück
gehabt, eine admirable Laux Maler Lauthe zu überkommen, so habe solche ä la maodem zurichten
und auf 13. Chöre [ad]aptiren lassen, welches so wohl reussirt, daß ich damit mich unter eine
Copagn[ie] von 4 biß 5 Personen kecklich wagen, und nicht fürchten dorff, überschrien zu
werden.” I am grateful to Professor Dieter Kirsch for the transcription.
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Autumn, 1719
The royal wedding occurred on August 20 in Vienna. On
September 2 the new couple arrived in Dresden, and on the
following day began an extravagant celebratory festival which lasted
more than three weeks. Operas, open-air and aquatic performances
of serenades were some of the artistic events in which Weiss
participated. A more detailed account of this festival and Weiss’s
performances is found in my article on the festival in this Journal,
forthcoming.
During October the court produced a vintner’s festival at the
elector’s sumptuous Moritzburg hunting lodge. Part of the royal
orchestra participated by performing yet another Heinichen
serenade, the Serenata di Moritzburg.

1720: Marriage, First Child, and von Kenig’s Panegyric
Despite the apparent brilliant success of the nuptial festival, the
beginning of Italian opera was to prove short-lived. Quantz reports
again:
After the nuptial festival Heinichen composed another
opera [Flavio Crispo, for Carnival season, 1720], which was to be
performed after the return of the king from Poland. However at
the rehearsal held at the royal palace in the presence of the
music director Baron von Mortax, the two singers Senesino and
Berselli played a coarse virtuoso joke. They argued with
Capellmeister Heinichen about an aria, accusing him, a learned
man who had lived seven years in Italy, of making a mistake to
the detriment of the lyrics. Senesino, who may already have
turned his intentions towards England, tore up the [score of
the] role of Berselli and threw it at the feet of the Capellmeister.
This [incident] was reported to the king in Poland. In the
meantime the then Count von Wackerbart, who was otherwise a
great patron of the Italians, had reconciled the Capellmeister and
the castrati to the complete satisfaction of the Capellmeister, in
the presence of some of the most refined members of the royal
orchestra, such as Lotti, Schmidt, Pisendel, Weiß, etc. However a
royal decree came back that all Italian singers were to be fired.48

One aria in the ill-fated Flavio Crispo, “Io vorrei saper d’amore,” was
intended to be accompanied by violini pizgicati and for liuto. Surely

48 Marpurg, p. 214f. See Smith and Legl, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original
German text. Michael Walter (2000) surmises that the incident gave the king an excuse to cut
expenses.
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Figure 3 — Performance of Teofane at the Dresden opera house, 1719
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the aria was composed with Weiss in mind. Burris concludes that
the lute part can be played on an 11-course lute or Italian archlute,
and that Weiss probably used his German baroque lute.49

By the end of 1719, Weiss was married to a Maria Elisabeth. His
Italian wife must thus have died before 1719, or perhaps the
marriage was annulled. A humorous
anecdote—published
posthumously and perhaps apocryphal—of how the lutenist met his
German wife appears in the forthcoming Smith and Legl
“Documents” article. On August 19, 1720, Weiss’s first child was
born. No name is given in the records, so the infant probably died
at birth. He and his wife had eleven children altogether, seven of
whom outlived their father and one of whom became a well-known
lutenist.50
Another birth that year was the focus of much greater interest at the
court, for Crown Princess Maria Josepha produced her firstborn
child. In honor of the royal birth, and of the return of King August
from an absence from court (probably in Poland), the poet Johann
Ulrich von König (1688-1744), who later became known as “the
Saxon Horace,” composed a pastoral poem for the occasion.
This poem contains by far the longest and most detailed description
of Weiss’s playing written during his lifetime. The poem’s narrators
« Burris 1997, p. 80ff.
50 The children of Silvius Weiss are known from the manuscript records Matricula Bapti^atorum In
Capella Regia Dresdensi ab Anno 1729: Liber Bapti^atorum Drtsdae In Ecclesia Autica.... I am grateful to Dr.
Wolfgang Reich, former director of the music collection at the Sächsische Landesbibliothek, for
passing on this information to me.
1720, August 19: (no given name) Weiss

1722, June 19:Joh[ann] Franciscus Jos[eph] Weiss
1724, February 25: Jos[eph] Franciscus Leopfold] Weiss
1725, June 9: Philippus Wilhelmus Weiss. Godfather: Prince (Fürst) Ph. Lobkowitz

1727, March 28: Maria Wilhelmine Amalia Weiss. Godfparents Prince Ph. Lobkowitz [and
Princess Wilhelmine]
1728, March 5: Wenceslaus Ferdinand Weiss. Godparents: Prince Ph. Lobkowitz [and Princess
Wilhelmine]
1730, April 20: Maria Theresa Francisca Weiss [died 1775]

1732, June 19: Joh[ann] Franciscus Adolph[us] Weiss
1733, September 10: Aug[ust] Maria Franciscus Weiss
1735, August 15: Maria Elizabeth] Josepha Weiss. Godparents: Theresia Dupon[t], Royal
Kammerdienersfrau; Ulricus Conradus de Preitzen [or Broitzen], Accis-Rath (comptroller, Weiss's
later landlord)
1741, April 15: Joh[ann] Adolph Faustinus Weiss [died 1813]. Godparents: Ehepaar Hasse Qohann
Adolf Hasse and his wife the soprano Faustina).
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are three shepherds. In one section the shepherd Hulderich waxes
rhapsodically and at length about the lute playing of “Silvius,” who
is easily identified as the court lutenist.51

A pastoral poem [spoken by three shepherds] on the high
birth of an Electoral Saxon Prince, upon the simultaneous
fortunate return of His Majesty, our Most Gracious King.
Seladon:
Now we shall take up the pipes
To alternate with singing.
Listen! how I am already trying
to find the right note with puffed cheeks.
Hulderich:
Away with the old lyre! Away with the pipes!
No crude or irregular tone is accepted here.
None but Silvius shall play the lute thereto, (u)
Who plays, when he plays, so that the hearts feel it.
In variations he is quite inexhaustibly rich,
And in his art he is equaled only by himself.
When he casually and just lightly
Touches his strings with a nimble hand,
And he, after innumerable pleasures
Now and then strengthened by a brightly sounding quarrel,
Opposes euphony and art in such a pleasant combat,
That even his sonorous wood must quiver,
Thus the heart trembles with pleasure as his strings are
vibrating.
But when the sound dies away,
He also, through lamenting, amorous caresses,
Through always-changing, ever strange enchantments,
Through many false progressions deceives the listener's ear,
Now sighing trembles, then hovering calmly rests;
And frequently just intensifies the sound at the point he seems
to hush,
Thus anxiously one holds one’s breath,
So that not a single note will escape one’s ears.
Often he surprises us with an unexpected drop,
Often he attacks us with wondrous, rapid climbing,
And answers oft himself with an imitated sound,
And creates through softer plucking the most beautiful echo.
Yet if he redoubles or increases the sound,

51 See the discussion in Kenneth Sparr, “A poet’s description of the lute playing of Silvius Ixopold
Weiss, and a possible link between Weiss and David Kellner,” JLSA 19 (1986), 58-67.
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Then the listener does not know how he does it:
One even distrusts one’s own eyes,
Believing that one’s hearing more than one.
In short: between pleasure, awe and stillness
One forgets oneself and listens to him.
Thus spoke Hulderich, and of the other two
Each said: yes! and joyfully broke his reeds in two.
Away! they shouted, with pipes and with reed,
Only Silvius plays fittingly for such a tender ear...

(u) Silvius is the Christian name of the Royal Chamber
Musician and famous lutenist, Monsieur Weiss.52

1721: Death of Count Losy
1721 marks the death of Count Jan Anton Losy von Losinthal (ca.
1645-1721), one of the foremost baroque lute composers before
Weiss. Though a member of the high aristocracy, and an Imperial
representative in Prague, he was very devoted to music and to
musical composition.53 We do not know if the two lutenists ever
met, though it seems likely since Weiss was a lifelong court
musician, would hence have had the necessary letter of
introduction, and probably came to Prague at least twice before
Losy’s death. After Losy’s death, Weiss composed his profound
Tombeau sur la mort de M. Comte de Logy (S-C 20
*),
one of his greatest
and justifiably best-known pieces. The two lowest courses, tuned to
B-flat and A (the piece is in B-flat minor) contribute heavily to the
piece’s somber mood, imitating deep funeral bells and perhaps
suggesting the deep grave itself.

1722: Injury; Performance at the Munich court
A Swiss or French violinist named Petit, visiting the Dresden court
with the intent of performing or obtaining a position, evidently
believed that Weiss had purposely stood in his way.54 Under the
pretense of kissing Weiss’s hand, the violinist bit his right thumb
instead, attempting to sever the first joint, which would have ended
his career as a lutenist. Weiss was not able to play for a few months,
but in the summer Johann Mattheson reported:
52 Johann Ulrich von König, “Ein Schäfer-Gedicht...,” in Des Herrn von Königs Gedichte aus seinen von
ihm selbst verbesserten Manuscripten gesammelt und herausggben (Dresden, 1745), 65f. See Smith and Legi,
“Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original German. See also Sparr, op. cit. The note
indicated with (u) is the original editor’s.
53 See Emil Vogl, “Johann Anton Losy: Lutenist of Prague,” JLSA 13 (1980).
M Baron 1727/1976, 71 f. Sec Baron’s comments in Smith and Legl, “Documents,” this Journal,
forthcoming, under the year 1727.
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Monsieur Weiss, the great lutenist, also had an accident, in
that a certain violinist bit the top joint of his right thumb almost
completely off. But the danger of losing his thumb was not as
great as one had thought in the beginning.55
In the autumn, probably because of the impression they had made
on the imperial family in Vienna some years before, Weiss and the
flutist Pierre-Gabriel Buffardin were invited to perform during the
nuptial celebrations in Munich for the younger Austrian
archduchess and the Electoral Crown Prince Karl Albrecht of
Bavaria. The marriage took place on October 22. Mattheson
reported:
Monsieur Weiss the great lutenist and Monsieur Buffardin,
an uncommon virtuoso on the transverse flute, returned some
time ago from the nuptial festivities in Munich. Both were
richly rewarded, especially the former, who received from His
Electoral Highness in Bavaria 100 ducats, and from the crown
prince a golden snuff box worth no less.56

Walther’s Lexicon (1732) reported that the snuffbox was inlaid with
diamonds.57

1723: The Mattheson controversy; festival opera in Prague
The prominent music theorist and critic Johann Mattheson’s
sarcastic remarks about the lute in his Neu-Eroffnetes Orchestre (1713)
and Critica Musica stimulated the young lutenist and law student
Ernst Gottlieb Baron in 1723 to write the first history of the lute,
which he eventually published in 1727. Baron was himself quite
sarcastic in his response to Mattheson’s remarks, and thereby
stimulated a controversy. Weiss, the lifelong court musician, was
more diplomatic, sending the letter below to Mattheson, who
published it as part of his response to Baron’s diatribe (the notes a,
b, c, etc. are Mattheson’s; their explanation appears at the end).58
55 Johann Mattheson, Critica Musica (Hamburg, 1722; facsimile Amsterdam: Frits Kunf, 1964), 152.
Monsieur Weise, der grosse Lautenbte, hat auch rin Unglück gehabt, indem ihn ein gruisser VioHniste den rechten
Daumen, im obersten Gelenkefastgan^ abgebissen. Doch soll die Grfahr, den Daumen pp reriiehrtn, so groß nicht seyn,
ab man wob! Anfangs besorget hat.
56 “Ms. Weiss der grosse Lautenist, und Mr. Buffardin, ein ungemeiner Virtuose auf der
Traversiere, sind von dem Beylager-Fest in München vor einiger Zeit zurück gekommen, nachdem
sie beyderseits sehr reichlich beschenket worden, und hat insbesonderheit der erste von Sr.
Churfürstl. Durchl. in Bayern 100 species Ducaten, von dem Chur-Prinzen aber eine TobacksDose von Gold, und nicht minderm Werthe erhalten.” Mattheson, Critica Musica, p. 287 (Feb,
1723).
57 Walther (1732, p. 647) writes that Weiss received “zur Abfertigung 100 specis Ducaten, nebst
einer Schupf-Tobacks-Dose mit Diamanten besetzt.”
58 For an account of the controversy between Baron and Mattheson see my article, “Baron and
Weiss contra Mattheson: In defense of the lute,” JLSA 6 (1973), 48-62. The original letter
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Here is the transcription of the letter that the greatest lutenist in
the world did me the honor of writing me four years ago, and
who at this juncture may deliver a long-lasting counterweight to
the undeserved calumnies of Herr Baron.

Dresden, March 21,1723
Pfraemissis]. P[raemittendis].
Not only your learned writings (which, as soon as they appear, I
immediately acquire, read with edification, and have already
derived much use from and hope to continue doing so), but
also the undeserved praise which mon eher maitre most kindly
extended to my unworthiness in his last musical journal on
pages 287 and 288, pertaining to my trip to Munich, encourage
me to make with my pen your long-desired acquaintance. I have
already planned several times with M[onsieur]. König to take a
trip to Hamburg expressly for the honor of personally meeting
mon maitre. To this point it has not been possible, but will
unfailingly take place [in the future]. I especially admire your
just and incomparable reasoning against Herr Cantor
[Bokemeyer] concerning fugues and canons, in the fourth part
of Musica Critica.
But then on page 280 I find again a passage to the disadvantage
of the poor lute, which necessarily pains me somewhat, since
this instrument was already twice sharply criticized in Das Neu
Eröffnete Orchestre. Now I am protesting extremely solemnly, for
my intention is not at all to start a musical controversy but only
to inform you most obediently that no lutenist, especially I,
would wish to assert that the lute can be compared to the
keyboard instruments in perfection, (a) Rather I am of the first
opinion that after the keyboard there is no more perfect
instrument than this one, especially for Galanterie, (b) The
theorbo and archlute, which are quite different even from each
other, cannot be used at all in Galanterie pieces, (c) I would like
to show you this if I were sometime so fortunate as to be able
to play for you the little that I have learned on this instrument.
Of course every instrument has its flaws, namely the thing itself,
stringing, tuning, and so forth. However I have always
endeavored to tune as little as possible, and almost never to put
on new strings when I am playing publicly, unless perhaps the
weather is very humid. Thus one cannot ascribe all
appeared in Johann Mattheson, Lauten-Memorial, appendix to Der neuegöitingsche. . Ephorus (Hamburg,
1727), 109ff.
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imperfections primarily to the instrument, but rather to its
players, (d) Yet I do not wonder that the lute lacks your
approbation, for those masters formerly active in Hamburg, Mr.
T.—, who is now dead, and a certain M.--, played their pieces
very well. However, without disparaging them I can testify that
they had not achieved the full power and possibilities which
have since been attained.
(Mattheson’s note: “Here there followed a story7 like that of
Marcolphus [a fatuous lutenist used as a bad example by Baron],
which I omit for the sake of brevity.”)
But to accompany with the lute in an orchestra would be too
weak and inconspicuous, (e) although at the nuptial celebration
here I had an aria con liuto solo in the opera with the well-known
Bercelli, and it is supposed to have had a good effect. First, I
had a splendid lute. Second, the aria showed off the instrument
brilliandy. Third, nothing else accompanied, except harpsichord
and contrabass, and these played only the main notes in the bass.
Otherwise I have adapted one of my instruments (f) for
accompaniment in the orchestra and in church. It has the size,
length, power and resonance of the veritable theorbo, and has
the same effect, only that the tuning is different. This
instrument I use on these occasions. But in chamber music, I
assure you that a cantata a voce sola, next to the harpsichord,
accompanied by the lute has a much better effect than with the
archlute or even the theorbo, since these two latter instruments
are ordinarily played with the nails (g) and produce in close
proximity a coarse, harsh sound (h)
Now I am getting so involved in descriptions of all these details
that you cannot but become bored. Thus I shall leave off here,
again asking that you not believe I am a man who imagines he
knows a lot or that he wished to contradict you -- God forbid!
My sole desire is merely to further promote my instrument and
to profit from all expert people, to which the honor of your
worthy acquaintance will contribute considerably.
Wherewith I commend myself to constant kind remembrance.
Your,
S. L. Weiss
To Monsieur Mattheson, Kapellmeister of His Royal Highness the
reigning Duke of Schleswig Holstein

[Notes below are Mattheson’s comments.]
(a) I know various examples of those who rank the lute far
ahead.
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(b) I am fully in accord with this.
(c) Herr Baron should note this difference from the lute (p.
131) [of Baron’s Untersuchun^
(d) A distinction should always be made between the faults of
the instrument and those of the unskilled player.
(e) This is exacdy what I say: aliis verbis.
(f) That is praiseworthy.
(g) Note page 131 [of Baron’s Untersuchungf
(h) True.
Elsewhere in the same publication Mattheson refers to “a fine,
world-famous virtuoso such as Herr Weiss in Dresden.” He
comments further: “How a supremely outstanding Meister such as
the fame-bedecked Herr Weiss can instantaneously compensate for
the above deficiencies [of the lute] through his skill allows a
conclusion to the benefit of the player, but not in favorem testudinis
[in favor of the lute].”59

In July the Holy Roman Emperor Charles VI and his Empress were
to receive the royal Bohemian crown, so appropriate festivities were
planned in Prague. The events drew nobles, court dignitaries and
musicians from all over Europe, including a contingent from
Dresden. The flutist Quantz later wrote of this event in his
autobiography:60

... I traveled in July, 1723, to Prague in the company of the
famous lutenist Weiss and the current royal Prussian Capellmeister
Herr Graun to hear the great and splendid opera for the
coronation of Kaiser Charles VI, which was to be performed
outdoors [in the Hradcany palace courtyard] by 100 singers and
200 instrumentalists. It was called Costanza e Fortesga [“Constancy
and Power”].61 The composer was the Imperial Ober-Capellmeister,
the famous old Fux. It was arranged more church-like than
theatrically, but nonetheless very magnificently.
Quantz goes on to describe the choruses and singers: “Among the
primary or concertizing male and female singers there was not a
59 .. [ich hätte] einen braven weltberühmten Virtuosen, wie der Herr Weiß in Dresden ist, . .
Mattheson, “Lauten-Memorial,” p. 110.
“Was nun etwa ein über alle hervorragender Meister, als der Ruhmgedachte Herr Weiß ist, an
obigen Umständen, durch seine Geschicklichkeit, augenblicklichs zu berbessern weiß, gibt zwar
einen Schluß zum Behuf des Spielers, nicht aber in Javorem testudinis.” Mattheson, “Lauten
Memorial,” p. 116.
“ Marpurg, Historisch-Kritische Beyträge, 216ff.
61 Sec the edition of Costanza e Forfe^ga by Egon Wellcsz in Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich (Graz,
1910, R. 1959), vols. 34/35. The edition includes contemporary engravings of the event, including
one showing the orchestra. Theorbist Cond sits with his back to the audience. Weiss and other
theorbists and archlutenists are not visible.
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single mediocre one, they were all good.” He continues to describe
them individually. Then:

All these singers were in actual imperial service. However, only
about twenty persons from the Viennese orchestra were
brought along.62 The remaining instrumentalists were sought in
Prague, and consisted of students, the members of several noble
Capellen, and of foreign musicians. The leader of the orchestra
was the imperial concertmaster Piani. The famous Francesco
Conti, an inventive and fiery, although sometimes somewhat
bizarre composer (for the church as well as for the serious and
the comic theater), also one of the greatest theorbists that ever
lived, played first theorbo. The choirs consisted of pupils and
church singers from the city. Since because of the throng of
people, many—even aristocrats—were denied entrance to the
opera, my two fellow travelers and I enlisted in the orchestra.
Weiss played the theorbo, Graun the violoncello and I the oboe
as ripienists. Thus we had the opportunity, because of the many
necessary rehearsals, to hear the opera all the more often.

During this sojourn in Prague I also heard Count von Hartig, a
great master on the Clavier; Frau von Mestel, one of the most
skilled lutenists; and the famous Italian violinist Tartini, who was
then in the service of Count von Kinsky. ... At the end of the
opera we traveled back to Dresden.
Since Quantz heard Count Hartig play, it is likely that Weiss also
attended the performance. Indeed, Weiss may have met this
prominent member of the Hartig family several years earlier, before
his composition of the great tombeau for Baron Cajetan Hartig (S-C
*)
11
in 1719. Cajetan’s identity is unknown, but it seems likely that
he was a family member or close relative of the musical count.

Weiss could also have met and played for Tartini on this occasion,
since the Italian later implied (see below) that he had heard Weiss
perform.

1717?-1734: Relations with Prince Lobkowitz,
Count Palatine Karl Philipp von Neuburg and Prince Alexander
Sobieski were not the only high aristocrats whose patronage Weiss
enjoyed for a long period. Prince Philipp Hyacinth von Lobkowitz
62 In his introduction, Wellesz lists 38 Viennese musicians and chorus members by name, citing the
“Lista derer zur Kays. Music gehörig und mit nach Prag gehende Persohnen” from the
Zeremonial-Akten des K. K. Haus- Hof- und Staats-Archivcs. None except for Conti is a theorbist
or archlutenist, despite the designation of “Tiorbe” and “Arciliuti” (that is, plural of both) at several
spots in the continuo systems of Wellesz’ edition.
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(1680-1734) may have served as at least informal patron to the
lutenist from about 1715 or 1717 until his death. The Lobkowitz
family, members of the highest Silesian and Bohemian aristocracy,
had been patrons of music and the arts since the 16th century, and
the grandson of Philipp was to be a patron of Haydn and
Beethoven. The Lobkowitz domain extended over parts of northern
Bohemia and western Silesia (including since 1646 the duchy of
Sagan), with their family seat at that time in Raudnitz (Roudnice) on
the Elbe River north of Prague. The family retains several of their
ancestral edifices today; Roudnice Castle now houses a military
music school. Their current residence, Nelahozeves Castle, about 25
km. north of Prague, is home to one of the largest private art
collections in the world, assembled by the family over a period of
centuries, as well as the famous Lobkowitz library and music
collections. Among the latter are 29 lute and guitar manuscripts and
prints.63

In contrast to most of Weiss’s other high-aristocratic or royal
patrons, the Lobkowitzes actually played the lute, as had the prince’s
father (Ferdinand August Leopold, 1655-1715) before him. The
Nelahozeves collection preserves several of their lutes that must
have been known, approved, and played by Silvius Weiss.64 The
prince is known to have been an avid lutenist himself, as was his
second wife Wilhelmine, whom he married in 1721. We may
assume that a major reason for the Lobkowitz family to invite Weiss
to their residence was to give lessons to Princess Wilhelmine, and
perhaps also to the prince himself. According to an old document,
Wilhelmine was Weiss’s lute student, and an unusually good one.
No less a musician than the virtuoso violinist and composer
Giuseppe Tartini wrote in 1750 to the Venetian literary figure Count
Francesco Algarotti, referring to Wilhelmine’s son Prince Ferdinand
Philipp von Lobkowitz:
I still have in my ears the [sound of the] lute of the mother of
His Highness, who played in such a manner that I was not
capable of distinguishing her from Monsieur Vais, her
maestro.65

A contemporary poet echoed Tartini’s assessment. For the prince’s
birthday party on May 5, 1727, the poet Christian Heege wrote a
M See a list in Jiri Tichota, “Fran couzskà loutnovà hudba v Cechàch,” in Miscellanea Musicologica 25
6 (Prague, 1973), p. 52-53.
64 See Jin Cepelàk, “Lutes in the Lobkowicz collection,” this Journal, forthcoming.
65 “Ho ancora nelle orecchie il Liuto della Madre di Sua Altezza, quale suonava in tal maniera che io
non fui capace distinguerla da Monsieur Vais di Lei Maestro.” Cited in Pierluigi Petrobelli, Giuseppe
Tartini, lefonti biografiche, Studi di musica Veneta 1 (Florence, 1968), p. 58. Jiri Tichota, op. cit., was
the first to refer to this source in the lute’s secondary literature.
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poem for the occasion, dedicated to Prince Philipp. It was
composed as a disputation in verse between four symbolic beings:
Piousness, Liberality, Wisdom and Music. It functioned as a libretto
to a chamber-music piece (cantata?). The second part of the poem,
dedicated to the Princess, gives a rhapsodic account of her
performance and also mentions her mentor and implies that Weiss’s
tombeaux for Count Losy and Baron Hartig were still well known
in Bohemian noble circles.

What, I say, a nightingale
By striking, groaning, drawing, by climbing fall and sounding
Has the power nimbly to perform,
This resides in Wilhelmine’s nature.
Speak, Beauty! (Here, too, must Wilhelmine herself speak!)
Speak, Virtue! (Wilhelmin must here break her silence!)
Speak, Wisdom, speak of our Duchess.
You are silent, she herself remains her witness and success.
And finally speak, loquacious Lute Playing!
You speak so much, yet by far not enough,
For what spirit will attend to Wilhelmine,
With worthy, select praise,
She whose equal in wit and art was scarcely ever seen.
Soon she places scales upon the lute,66
And scales in one lightening stroke from heaven to the earth,
Soon sings her touch, soon swells the sound
With trembling, mingled song,
With angelic and consummate gesture
From lifeless strings she brings in drawn-out feeling.
Her finger speaks: Stand still! In playing.

All fingers
Become acrobats
And the lute is a world.
Where agitation
And motion
Wilhelmine holds in her hands.

Now draws around a whirlwind
Now comes a storm, now the Princess makes things bright
Now she tames the sea, now she produces a wave,
Now it goes tenderly hard, now painfully and softly,
The lute dies in the Weissian Tombeau.
The Princess touches it [the lute], thus it lives and becomes

66 The German term for scale is Tonleiter, the poet uses the term Leiter, which also means ladder, a
dual meaning that the English of course cannot convey.
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cheerful.
Oh hand full of art, oh hand without an equal!
Who could, who can, who will approach Wilhelmine?67

In a letter of 1728 from Weiss to Philipp Hyacinth the lutenist
explains the details of a purchase of tea for the prince and
apologizes for not sending music:

Most Illustrious Duke, Most Gracious Prince and Lord:

To obediently observe Your Grace’s command, there are
enclosed 5 pounds of the best tea that can be gotten, but I must
herewith humbly report that the tea some time ago became
significantly more expensive, because, as the merchant tells me,
even in Holland almost none can be had; therefore, the price
has now already gone up to 7 Reichsthaler. After the 5 pounds
were weighed, we could not get all of it in the boxes, so 6 loht
[half-ounces] are left, which I appropriated myself for tasting; in
order not to falsely incriminate anyone, I have hereby wished to
accuse myself. Your Grace will please be so kind as to excuse
me for not sending any new music ex capite libri\ I have had to
this date a very annoying occupation, which, however, will be
done at the end of this month, then I will again turn hand and
head to making the best possible [musical piece]. The presence
of the King will hinder me, perhaps for the whole winter, from
having the favor of paying my most humble respects in
Raudnitz and personally demonstrating that I remain with the
most submissive respect,
Most Illustrious Duke, Most Gracious Prince and Lord,

Your Grace’s most humble and obedient
Silvius Leopoldus Weiss

Dresden

Nov. 17,172868
The tone of this letter implies a very friendly relationship between
the two men, considering the great difference in their social ranks.
Particularly from the last sentence it can be inferred that Weiss had
been to Raudnitz Castle on at least one previous occasion. It is
67 Jiri Tichota, “Fran couzskä loutnovä,” pp. 7-77. I am grateful to Mr. Tichota, who kindly sent
me photoscans of the only known copy of the libretto to the Serenata.
68 Lobkovicovc roudniSti, RA, sign. C 247, fol. 197 (dopis S. L. Weisse Filipu Hyacintovi z
Lobkovic z r. 1728. First published in Volkmann, p. 281 f. See facsimile in Smith and Legl,
“Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original German text.
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noteworthy that between 1725 and 1728 Weiss named three of his
children after the Prince, the Princess and their son, and that the
Prince and Princess served as godparents for them.69
One of Weiss’s grandest compositions, Sonata 40 in C, may be the
fulfillment of Weiss’s promise. This sonata, which is preserved
completely in the composer’s hand in the Dresden manuscript,
bears Weiss’s dedication on its tide page; P[erJ. S[onj. A[ltesse].
S[erenissime]. M[onsieur]. L[eJ. D[i<c], De Dobkoivit^ / N. 12. Januarius. If
this hypothesis is correct, the sonata would have been delivered in
early 1729.

1727: Encomiums of Ernst Gottlieb Baron
Baron’s Study of the Lute, published in Nuremberg in 1727 although
written four years earlier, is the largest single source of secondary
literature about the lute from before the twentieth century, and it is
also the lengthiest known piece of writing about Weiss in his
lifetime.
Now after I have had the honor of reporting the
meritorious service to the lute of many distinguished men and
other fine people, I must relate what the famous and beloved
Weiss family from Silesia has accomplished. The father of the
children, who are all still living, was a profound musician,
lutenist, and theorbist. The two sons, Herr Sylvius Leopold and
Herr Sigismund Weiss, together with their sister, who is now
married to a pastor in the Palatinate, have brought the
instrument to the highest peak of perfection. Among these
siblings, the elder Herr Sylvius Leopold has especially excelled
with his perfect compositions, but his brother is also very fine
and is, in addition, an excellent gambist, violinist, and composer.
Their lute concerti, trios, and Galanterie partitas are so filled with
such ingenious, charming, well-connected ideas that one
beautiful and exceptional thought accompanies another, as it
were.

Because I have seen several pieces by the elder Herr Weiss
and have heard him play, I will take the liberty of saying
somewhat more about him. He is the first to show that more
could be done on the lute than was hitherto thought possible.
And in regard to his skill, I can sincerely testify that it makes no
difference whether one hears an ingenious organist performing
his fantasias and fugues on a harpsichord or hears Monsieur
w See above, footnote 41.
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Weiss playing. In arpeggios he has an extraordinary full-voiced
texture, in expression of emotions he is incomparable, he has a
stupendous technique and an unheard-of delicacy and cantabile
charm. He is a great improviser, for he can play
extemporaneously the most beautiful themes, or even violin
concerti directly from their notation, and he plays thoroughbass
extraordinarily well on either lute or theorbo.
About 1708 he went with Prince Alexander Sobiesky to Italy,
where he spent a long time in Rome and astonished all the
Italians. After the prince went the way of all flesh, Monsieur
Weiss returned to Breslau and later entered the royal Polish
service; he is presently in Dresden. He also has had the special
honor of performing to unusual applause for both living and
ruling Imperial Majesties.

For my part, I should wish nothing more than to see this
worthy family, a jewel and adornment of our German
fatherland, have the same fortune as the world-famous
Florentine musician Antonius Squarcialupi, whose likeness the
city council in Florence had carved into marble and set before
the cathedral doors, so that many would be encouraged by the
memorial to their virtue. Yet I believe that if this were to
happen, most people would react like Julius Caesar, who began
to weep when he saw in Gades the picture of Alexander the
Great enthroned, because the latter had accomplished great
deeds already in his youth, and Caesar, at his age, had still
accomplished nothing special that could contribute to his fame.
The most remarkable thing about them is that these noble Weiss
siblings had already accomplished great things in their tender
youth, and the treasure of art that they began to assemble must
have increased markedly in the meantime.
In his Critica Musica (Part II, page 152), Herr Mattheson
mentioned a strange misfortune of the elder Herr Weiss,
namely that in 1722 a violinist almost bit off the last joint of his
thumb. This violinist was named Petit and was previously in the
service of the Ducal Saxon court at Eisenach, but after he left
there he came to Dresden either to be of service or to perform
at the royal court. However, because this person neglected one
thing or another from the beginning, he accomplished neither
goal. Monsieur Weiss, who because of his inborn generosity
treated Petit, as a foreigner, with all civility and courtesy,
discovered to his surprise that Petit considered him to be the
one who had stood in his way. In all probability this
presumption was entirely unfounded. Some say he was born in
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Geneva, Switzerland, others consider him a Frenchman. Be that
as it may, he acted in this instance in such a manner that in the
future everyone will think of him as either a very jealous
person or as someone seeking vengeance at the wrong time. He
is said to be in Holland now.

Because the Weissian manner of playing the lute is
considered the best, most sound, galant, and perfect of all, many
have striven to attain this new method, just as the Argonauts
sought the Golden Fleece. Monsieur Meusel, by birth a Silesian
from Breslau, was one of the first to apply himself to it...70

A rational man will always behave respectfully in the
presence of galant ladies, but not excessively so as our ancestors
did in Tacitus’ De moribus Germanorum, Chapter 8. Herr Mattheson
comes even closer to the idea when he writes: “People say that
after the one qui a son Logis a TAigle, a certain Wise lutenist is a
perfect musician....” Here Herr Mattheson speaks of two masters,
namely of one qui a son Logis a TAigle and of the famed Herr
Weiss. He put the anonymous master in order before Herr
Weiss and did not think of the old school rule, quod a potion fiat
denominatio. [“Let what is better be the denomination.”]71

Elsewhere in the book Baron was harshly critical of Johann
Mattheson, who responded humorously and in kind in his Lauten
Memorial, in which he published the letter by Weiss quoted above.

1728: Visits by and to the King and Crown Prince of Prussia
In January of 1728 Crown Prince Frederick of Prussia, later to rule
as King Frederick the Great, visited Dresden with his father, King
Frederick William I. The entertainment program for this visit
included carousels, hunting, visits to the Dresden art museums and
a military review.72 The Crown Prince played the flute for and with
the finest Dresden musicians. On January 26 he wrote to his sister:
“I performed as a musician. Richter, Buffardin, Quantz, Pisendel

70 Baron 1727/1976, p. 70-72
71 Baron, 99-100. Mattheson was referring to Count Losy (often spelled Logy or Logi; he probably
means “he who has his lodgings at the imperial capital”) and Weiss — weise is the German word for
wise. Baron did not recognize the references to Losy nor to Weiss, which Mattheson smugly pointed
out in the Lauten-Memorial (p. 117).
72 Irmgard Becker-Glauch, Die Bedeutung der Musik ßir die Dresdener Hoffeste bis in die Zeit Augusts des
Starken (Kassel, 1951), p. 111.
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and Weiss accompanied. I admire them. They are the best artists at
the court.”73

In May of the same year, the Saxon elector repaid the visit by
coming to the Prussian court in Berlin. Quantz later wrote:

In May of this year [1728] I traveled to Berlin with the Chief
Kitchen Meister, Baron von Seyferttz, in the retinue of the late
King of Poland. Where at the request of Her Majesty the Queen
of Prussia, with permission of the King of Poland, I had to stay
some months longer. Pisendel, Weiss, and Buffardin were also
ordered to come.74

Crown Prince Frederick’s sister Princess Friederike Sophie
Wilhelmine was herself a lutenist. Later that year she commenced
lessons with the lutenist Feldern.75 Since she lived at that time with
her mother, Weiss certainly had contact with her and may have
given her instruction. In her memoirs she later wrote about the
Saxon musicians’ visit:
We were perfectly entertained during this time. The court
was magnificent because of the many foreigners [i.e., Saxons and
Poles] coming in. Moreover the King of Poland sent his most
talented virtuosi to the queen [of Prussia], such as the famous
Weiss, who excels so greatly on the lute that he never had an
equal and that those who come after him will have only the
glory of imitating him, Buffardin, renowned for his
embouchure on the transverse flute, and Quantz, who played
the same instrument and was a great composer, whose taste and
exquisite art found the means to raise his flute to the level of
the most beautiful voices.76

1729-30
In 1729-30 the famous portraitist Balthasar Denner was in Dresden.
Since his well-known forte was painting rulers and their families
and courtiers, it is likely that he came to paint the king.77
Volkmann78 hypothesizes that Denner painted at this time the

73 Friedrich der Grosse und Wilhelmine von Baireuth. Jugendbriefe, vol. I (Leipzig, 1924), 65.
74 Quantz in Marpurg, Historisch-Kritische Beytrâge, p. 246
75 Heinrich Thiel, Wilhelmine von Bayreuth (München, 1967), 90.
76 Margravine Wilhelmine, Mémoires de Frédérique Sophie Wilhelmine, matgrave de Bayreuth (orig.
Braunschweig, 1810; Paris: Mercure de France, 1967), 85. See French text in Smith and Legl,
“Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming.
77 Ulrich Thieme, ed. Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden Künstler, vol. 9 (Leipzig, 1913; reprint Zwickau,
1962), article “Denner,” p. 75f.
78 Volkmann, p. 288.
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missing portrait of Weiss, upon which the well-known engraving is
based.

1730
King August took his troops on a maneuver to Zeithayn-Radewitz
for nearly the entire month of June. The military activities were
evidently augmented by musical entertainment. On June 6 a new
opera house in Streumen was opened with a concert featuring
several new sopranos and castrati from Venice. On June 24 the
Bucentauro, the same luxury barge that carried the wedding party
from Pirna to Dresden in 1719, was boarded by the entire Hojkapelle
with the opera singers, who performed the Egloga al Campo di
Radewify composed for the occasion by Ristori. This was to be the
last extravagant festival staged by the king, who died three years
later.79 His son and successor was no less interested in culture, but
his preferences were different.

Later that same year, Tsarina Anna Ivanovna of Russia sought in
Dresden a lutenist taught by Weiss for her music ensemble,
apparently without success.80

1731: Johann Adolf Hasse and Italian opera in Dresden
The appointment of Johann Adolf Hasse as court composer in 1731
meant the creation in Dresden of a new and longer-lasting era of
Italian opera, in which Weiss was a regular participant in the
continuo section. Timothy Burris’s study of lute continuo in the
Dresden orchestra in Weiss’s era lists theorbo partbooks to eight
operas by Hasse composed between 1731 and 1749. All of them
have pencil markings that appear to be in Weiss’s hand.81 Burris also
found Weiss’s pencil additions to partbooks of six sacred
works—oratorios, motets and a pastorale—by Hasse, as well as in Jan
Dismas Zelenka’s oratorio Gesu al Calvario (performed April 8 and 9,
1735).
The first Hasse opera performed was Cleofide, premiered at the opera
house on September 13, 1731. One aria, “Cerva al bosco,” is
accompanied by obbligato corno da caccia and arciliuto, which
Burris has determined to have been a theorbo since Weiss almost
certainly did not play the Italian archlute in Dresden.82 On the basis
19 Bccker-Glauch, 111 f.
80 See Smith and LegI, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, under the year 1730
81 Burris 1997, 120ff.
82 See Burris 1997, 87ff for discussion and the Appendix VIII, pp. 439ff for a facsimile of the
aria.
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of Burris’ research, we can assume that Weiss probably played
theorbo, or on a few occasions the lute, in essentially all opera and
Catholic church music performances for the royal court in Dresden
and environs from late 1718 until his death in October of 1750,
unless he was indisposed or away from Dresden. The last secure
proof of this activity is the pencil markings in the theorbo partbook
to Hasse’s serenata 11 natal di Giove, performed in the Hubertusburg
palace in August or October of 1749.83 Hubertusburg, the largest
hunting palace in Europe, was erected in 1609 and later rebuilt
under August the Strong in Wermsdorf, about 60 km northwest of
Dresden towards Leipzig. At least five operas by Hasse were
premiered there between 1741 and 1749.

1732: The German theorboed lute
At about this time, Weiss seems to have again developed a
modification of the German lute, namely the curved or swan-neck
extension for the lute. The swan neck was soon used for long
theorboes; they may even have been the first exemplars.

Two instruments by or from the milieu of Johann Christian
Hoffmann appear to be among the earliest instances of swan-neck
theorboes or theorboed lutes. One is a theorbo bearing his label
and the dates 1720 (original construction as an 11-course lute) and
1732 (for the theorbo conversion).
The other is the missing instrument for which a surviving case was
made, also in 1732.84 The case is in the Leipzig collection as well.
According to both Luise Gottsched and Hoffmann himself, Weiss
was responsible for the theorboed lute innovation.85 The current
director of the Leipzig University instrument collection, Eszter
Fontana, speculates that Weiss may have given his brother
Sigismund a Hoffmann theorbo with case to commemorate
Sigismund’s promotion to Kapellmeister in Mannheim.86

The theorbo of 1720/32 by Hoffmann appears to be a sister
instrument to the missing lute.

83 Burris 1997, 199ff.
M Eszter Fontana, “Räselraten über einen Theorbenkasten in Leipzig,” Die Laute, vol. 4 (2000): 4863. English translation as “The case of the missing lute,” this Journal, forthcoming.
85 Robert Lundberg, “Weiss’s Lutes,” this Journal, forthcoming. See also the brief article on Weiss
by Madame Gottsched in Legl, “Between Grottkau and Neuberg,” this Journal, appendix.
86 Fontana, op. cit.
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1733
August the Strong died in Poland on February 1. His son Friedrich
August II succeeded him as Elector of Saxony and eventually also as
King of Poland. On September 7, the new king raised Weiss’s salary
retroactive to September l.87 His total income of 1200 Beichstaler then
equaled that of Pisendel (the concertmaster) and Hebenstreit (the
pantaleonist), the two highest-paid instrumentalists in the orchestra.

The newly-appointed Russian ambassador to the Saxon-Polish
Court, (“Freiherr,” later “Graf’ or Count) Hermann Karl von
Keyserlingk, had the pandorist Timophei Bielogradsky apprenticed
to Weiss for several years to learn the lute. Bielogradsky became
expert in playing solos “completely in the style of his great Meister1'
and in accompanying his own singing. On his return to Russia some
time after 1737 he was appointed lutenist to the Moscow court and
was granted a pension on his retirement; he died around 1770.88

1736
According to Count Keyserlingk (see below), Weiss received an
invitation to join the Viennese court musicians at 2000 Taler per year.
The great Viennese theorbist and composer Francesco Conti had
died in 1732; probably the imperial court wished to replace him
with a virtuoso. However, Weiss turned down the offer, ostensibly
in order not to show ingratitude to his sovereign. Volkmann
speculates that another motivation to refuse the offer was that Weiss
was no longer a young man and with his large and still growing
family he had strong roots in Dresden.89

1737: Baron’s visit, and Weiss’s circle of students
Ernst Gottlieb Baron was hired in 1737 as theorbist by Crown
Prince Frederick of Prussia. Baron’s autobiography records a visit to
Weiss shortly thereafter, which is revealing for its mention of other
lutenists in the circle around Weiss:
Because he had no theorbo with him, he received
permission to take a trip to Dresden to acquire one according to
his taste. Mr. Weiss was kind enough to surrender one to him.
Aside from the acquaintance of this famous lutenist, he also

87 See the pertinent archival documents in Smith and I-egl, “Documents,” this Journal,
forthcoming, under the year 1733.
88 Our thanks to Tim Crawford for this reference. See the passage on Bielogradsky in Smith and
Leg!, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, year 1733.
89 See Volkmann, p. 287.
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made the [acquaintance] of Herr von Hofer from Vienna, who
formerly had instructed a Princess of [Emperor] Charles VI on
the lute,90 and who now serves the Electoral Court of Mainz as
lutenist. He also became acquainted with Herr Kropfganss and
his sister Mademoiselle Kropfganss, two pupils of Herr Weiss,
and with Herr Belgratzky, a Circassian by birth, who first played
the Pandur and later—through the intercession of the Russian
Ambassador, Count von Keyserlinggk—learned the lute under
the instruction of Herr Weiss, as well as [becoming acquainted
with] many other fine musicians.91

1738: Count Keyserlingk
Hermann Karl von Keyserlingk is the same individual who is
reputed, in a probably apocryphal though well-known story, to have
commissioned Johann Sebastian Bach to write the Goldberg
Variations so his harpsichordist could assuage his insomniac
condition.
The Russian ambassador to the Saxon-Polish court, Baron von
Keyserlingk was an avid lover and patron of music, and clearly a
friend of Weiss. When Franz Benda, a member of the musical
ensemble of Crown Prince Frederick of Prussia in Rheinsberg,
visited Dresden, Keyserlingk introduced the two musicians.

In Carneval of the year 1738, [Franz] Benda, upon the invitation
of the concertmaster Pisendel, who had a friendly
correspondence with him, traveled to Dresden to hear Hasse’s
opera La dementa di Tito. There he became acquainted with the
Imperial Russian Ambassador, Count von Keyserlingk, who, as a
great lover and connoisseur of music, was very gracious to him.
In this noble household Benda had the opportunity to hear the
famous lutenist Sylvius Leopold Weiss in all his power. One
day Weiss invited Benda and Pisendel to lunch and secredy had
Benda’s violin case brought along. In the afternoon he was asked
to play a solo on the violin, which Pisendel accompanied with
the viola pomposa. After the first solo another was demanded,
and so it went until midnight. Benda had twenty-four solos in
his case, and he had to play all twenty-four. In between, Weiss
played eight to ten sonatas on the lute.92
90 See below, 1747, the letter from dowager Empress Amalie to her daughter in Dresden, who may
be Hofer’s former student.
91 F. W. Marpurg, Historisch-Kritische Beyträge, vol. I (Berlin, 1754), p. 546. Sec Smith and Legl,
“Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original text.
92 Johann Adam Hiller, Lebensbeschreibungen berühmter Musikgelehrter und Tonkünstler neuerer Zeit (Leipzig,
1784), 45f. Translation by the author. See Smith and Legl, “Documents,” this Journal,
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In early summer of the same year, Weiss was evidently accused of
some offense against the powerful Maître des plaisirs von Mordaxt
(Breitenbauch?). The court official, who felt his dignity assaulted,
had the lutenist promptly arrested and placed under guard at the
Swiss guard station. When Keyserlingk learned of this, he appealed
by letter to the Prime Minister, Count Heinrich von Brühl.

Your Excellency may graciously deign to allow that hereby,
following my news of yesterday, I may most obediently ask a
favor. And since I have just heard that the lutenist Weiss has
been arrested at court, I take the liberty of earnestly requesting
that Your Excellency arrange for His Majesty to direct that he be
set free again. I am assured that perhaps not everything that he is
accused of is well founded, wherein I find myself all the more
confident since I know his sentiments and that he is not capable
of forgetting respect towards his superior. As he then
[demonstrated] when simply out of deep and honest devotion
to his lord he declined a salary of 2000 Reichsthaler that were
offered him from Vienna two years ago, because His Majesty
the King—without his requesting it—had raised his stipend by
200 Reichsthaler.

Your Excellency grant me thereby a very special favor,
when You graciously deign to arrange for his release, and I will
ever remain with constant, most complete reverence,
Monseigneur, Your Excellency’s
obedient servant,

very humble

and most

H[ermann]. C[arl]. Keyserlingk

June 6,1738
At least partly as a result of Keyserlingk’s intervention, the incident
seems to have passed without any lasting consequences for Weiss.93
Keyserlingk was raised to the title of count (Graf) by the King of
Poland in 1741.

1739: Relations with Johann Sebastian Bach
Scholars and musicians have long pondered the connection
between Weiss and Sebastian Bach, often speculating that the latter’s
lute suites may have been written for the famous virtuoso. Weiss

forthcoming, for the original text.
w Letter from Keyserlingk to Count von Brühl (Royal Saxon State Archive, Loc. 454. Geheime
Cab.-Correspondenz des Ministers Grf. Brühl: cited from Volkmann, p. 285)
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was by no means the only lutenist of Bach’s acquaintance, but he
was surely the best.
Bach came to Dresden many times. His earliest known visit was in
1719. Some others were in 1725, 1731, and 1744. During Bach’s visit
on September 14, 1731, a newspaper article reports that all the court
musicians heard Bach play the organ at the Sophienkirche.94 From
1733 to 1746 his eldest son Wilhelm Friedemann was organist at the
Sophienkirche, a Protestant church across the street (Sophienstrasse)
from the Zwinger.
From Weiss’s apartment on Wilsdruffer Strasse number 27, one
block from the church, the lutenist would have walked past the
Sophienkirche to rehearsals at the opera house or to church services
at the royal chapel next to the Taschenberg Palace. Later, in 1742
Weiss rented rooms in the apartment building at number 19, Kleine
Bruder Gasse, across the street from the Taschenberg Palace. Both
streets bear the same names today.95
Sebastian Bach’s great respect for Weiss’s music, as well as his
performance, is shown by a recent discovery that Bach expanded a
Weiss sonata to create a new chamber work. The trio BWV 1025 for
violin and harpsichord (the trio designation refers to the resultant
three-voice texture) consists of Weiss’s Sonata 47 in A (Dresden no.
22), to which Bach added a violin part. The movement also has an
introductory Fantasia that is not included in the only lute-tablature
version of this sonata.96 Even in this movement, possibly written by
Bach, a passage of about nine measures has been found to
correspond to a section of a Weiss prelude preserved in
manuscripts now in Poland.97 Therefore the extent to which the
fantasia, and indeed the entire sonata, should be regarded as a
collaborative effort remains to be fully researched.98

The one securely documented meeting between Sebastian Bach and
Weiss occurred in 1739. Bach’s cousin and secretary Johann Elias
Bach wrote to Cantor J. W. Koch (Elias’ stepbrother or brother-in
law?):

w Werner Neumann and Hans-Joachim Schulze, ed., Bacb-Dokumente vol. II (Kassel: Bärenreiter,
1969), p. 214.
95 Andre Burguete of Dresden kindly furnished the information on Weiss’s dwellings when we
examined Weiss’s burial notice in the Stadtarchiv in 1978.
96 Christoph Wolff, “Das Trio A-Dur BV 1025: Eine Lautensonate von Silvius Leopold Weiss
bearbeitet und erweitert von Johann Sebastian Bach” Bacb-Jabrbuch 79 (1993), 47-67. See also KarlEmst Schröder, “Zum Trio A-Dur BWV 1025,” Bach-Jahrbuch 81 (1995), 47-60.
97 See Schröder, op. cit.
98 See the discussion of this trio by Richard Stone, this Journal, forthcoming.
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...so I certainly hoped to have the honor of speaking to my
brother [Koch]; I wished it all the more because just at that time
there was extra special music while my cousin [Wilhelm
Friedemann] from Dresden, who was present here for four
weeks, together with the two famous lutenists, Herr Weiss and
Herr Kropfganss, played at our house several times ..."

Decades later, the writer and lutenist Johann Friedrich Reichardt of
Berlin wrote of a remarkable, friendly competition between the two
premier masters of their instruments. Whether the event took place
in Dresden or Leipzig is not recorded.
Whoever knows the difficulty of playing harmonic modulations
and good counterpoint on the lute will be astounded and
scarcely believe when eye- and ear-witnesses assure us that the
great Dresden lutenist Weiss competed in playing fantasias and
fugues with Sebastian Bach, who was also great as a
harpsichordist and organist. Whoever knows its very singular
elegance and loveliness cannot regret enough that this
wonderful instrument with all its delicate siblings [such as the
gamba] has been supplanted by the newer deafening music, in
which one often makes so much noise with so little art and
effort.99
100

The German text is ambiguous as to which instrument Bach played.
Probably the harpsichord or clavichord is meant. Although some
modern scholars consider him to have been a lute player, the
evidence is confined to his composition of a few suites for lute and
to the lute among his possessions when he died. He could have
inherited this instrument from luthier Johann Christian Hoffmann,
a close friend who died shortly before Bach himself did and who
had willed Bach a lute in his testament. It seems unlikely that Bach
played the lute, and certainly he was no virtuoso, for there are no
mentions of his lute playing.

1740: Luise Adelgunde Victoria Gottsched
In 1740 Weiss again came to Leipzig (ca. 100 km from Dresden),
perhaps to visit Bach or Hoffmann but certainly to visit Frau
Gottsched. After her death in 1762 her widower, the eminent
literature professor from Leipzig University, mentioned the visit in

99 Werner Neumann and Hans-Joachim Schulze, ed., Bach-Dokumente vol. Ill (Kassel: Bärenreiter,
1963-79), p. 351.
lœ Johann Friederich Reichardt, Berliner Musikalische Zeitung 1/71 (1805; facsimile Hildesheim:
Olms, 1969), p. 281. See Smith and Legl, “Documents,” year 1805, for the German original.
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the biography he wrote as an introduction to a collection of her
poetry that he published the following year.

Her father [the physician Dr. Kulmus] had played the lute in
advanced schools in his youth [in Breslau], and her mother
loved not only the harpsichord but also the cittern. Therefore
music was welcome in the Kulmus household, and occasionally
amateurs would give litde concerts there, whereby the famous
Secretary Klein used to play the violin and Dr. Kade his lute.
Such impulses cast their sparks onto the already musical nature
of the young Victoria. She often stole away to the attic to plunk
on her father’s old lute, on as many strings as it still had.
On the harpsichord she was granted proper instruction, but
for the lute there was no Meister at that time in Danzig. Finally
someone was found who could show this eager pupil at least
the names of the strings, the notes and the fingerings, though he
could not play anything for her himself. A few months of his
instruction is all that she enjoyed on the lute, except that she
occasionally heard the above-mentioned Dr. Kade and received
from him a few easy pieces for copying. All the same, her
natural disposition compensated for everything else, so that later
here in Leipzig she played the most difficult Weissian pieces
fluently, almost at sight. She even received this Meister’s applause
when he visited her in 1740, partly playing for her and partly
listening to her play.101
Weiss remained in contact with Frau Gottsched and gave her some
of his tablatures, though we do not know which pieces. Her very
large collection of Weiss’s music was advertised for sale after her
and her husband’s deaths. A year after the visit, Weiss wrote to her:

Madame
It is a great presumption for me to be so bold as to avail
myself of my pen, since both my handwriting and rough draft
are equally weak. However, I have found no other means to
disentangle myself from a previous anxiety than to pay my
respects with the present letter. Namely, some time ago I took
the liberty of obliging [you] with a small Galanterie-Partie, of
which (as Mons. Schuster later informed me) you already had
one movement or another. In order to correct this error now, I
wished to compose, for you alone, and herewith most
obediently dedicate to you the enclosed [partita]. Despite the
101 Louise Adelgunde Victorie Gottsched, Sämmtliche kleinen Gedichte, nebst dem, von vielen vornehmen
Standespersonen, Gönnern und Freunden beyderiey Geschlechtes, ... (Leipzig, B.C. Breitkopf u. Söhne, 1763),
85. See Smith and Legl, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original German text.
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fact that it is just something simple, I must most obediently
request that you not communicate it further, for as long as one
has a thing for oneself, it is always beautiful and new. I will also
keep it just for myself. Here and there I have added a fingering,
which I would have done throughout if your already-achieved
insight concerning fingering were not sufficiently known to
me. It would be a further audacity to request an answer of just
two lines as to the safe receipt of this my musical enclosure, yet
I would nonetheless like to be thus assured of [your having
received] it. My humble suggestion would be to honor Herr
Hoffmann with the duty of a secretary. Please give my most
obedient respects to your husband. I remain with all obligation,
Madame

Dresden, the
28th Sept. 1741

your very humble and very
obedient servant
Silvius Leopoldus Weiss102

The scholar who found the letter, Hans-Joachim Schulze, suggests
that Monsieur Schuster was a contrabassist in the Dresden orchestra.
The letter implies that Weiss was at that time in regular contact with
the luthier Hoffmann. It also implies that he was quite reluctant to
disseminate his music beyond a chosen few.

1742
On August 15,1742 the theologist and Latin scholar Conrad Arnold
Schmid (1716-1789), who was associated with the Gottsched circle in
Leipzig, was visiting Dresden. Schmid kept an album in which an
autograph page by Weiss survives.

This fascinating document contains five measures of lute tablature
and a verse inscription by the lutenist’s hand. The tablature consists
of an enharmonic modulation from C minor to E minor.

Figure 4 - Transcription

of the Schmid album entry

,Œ Hans-Joachim Schulze, “Ein unbekannter Brief von Silvius Leopold Weiss,” Die Musikforschung
21 (1968), 203f. Original letter in the University of Leipzig library, Cod. Ms. 0342, vol. VIb, p.
231 f (1339).
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accorde

Figure 5 — Facsimile of the Schmid album

The text, “Chi sa,. . . L’intèndera” (“He who knows will understand
it.”) refers to the enharmonic modulation and to the tablature,
which by the mid-eighteenth century was no longer commonly
understood. The Italian is doubtless also a subtle, multi-lingual pun
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on Weiss’s name (“I know” or “he knows”).103 The “accordo” with
tablature at the bottom of the first of the two pages instructs the
player to tune the lute’s ninth and twelfth courses to E and Bt,
respectively.
On the following page the verses “Long live unified / in friendly
harmony / painting, music and poetry” may serve as verbal
clarification of the musical passage, which tied together two
distantly-related keys harmoniously. Surely Weiss was also thinking
of Schmid as a literary person and himself as a musician.

Other entries in the album by Telemann, Georg Wilhelm Dietrich
Saxer (organist in the Johannis-Kirche in Lüneburg, and Johann
Joachim Christoph Bode (musician and literary figure in North
Germany) include short canons composed by the signers of the
album. It is interesting that Weiss chooses instead to show his
harmonic ingenuity, which demonstrates his preoccupation with
harmony. He could just as easily have written a canon, since many
fugues and imitative pieces by him survive.

1744
In January, due to the death of the oboist Blochwitz whose salary
had come free, Weiss received another raise of 200 Taler)™ He then
became, at his salary of 1400 Beichsthaler, the highest-paid
instrumentalist in the orchestra, above even the concertmaster. Since
by then Weiss and his wife had seven children, the money was
surely welcome.

1747
Weiss’s pedagogical activity apparendy extended at this time to the
royal family itself. On October 5, Empress Amalie, widow of
Charles VI, wrote from Munich to her daughter Maria Antonia
Walpurgis (1719-1794), who was the consort of Crown Prince
Frederick Christian of Saxony, later (1763) to become Elector
Friedrich August III:

I have heard that you still occasionally play the lute,
doubtless with the famous Weiss. I’d like a few partitas or pieces
of his composition for [your 13-year-old sister] Maria, since
these are supposed to be composed more in the style that is
105 Christoph Wolff, “Ein Gelehrten-Stammbuch aus dem 18. Jahrhundert...,” Die Musi/rforscbung
26 (1973): 217.
1(M See Smith and Lcgl, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original text.
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appropriate
Setzkorn.105

to

this

instrument

than

any

scratchings

by

Setzkorn was the court lutenist in Munich. No known compositions
of his survive, although the publisher Breitkopf offered 14 suites by
him for sale.

1749
The last known record of Weiss performing is Hasse’s serenata II
Natal di Giove (“The birth of Jove”), first performed at the
magnificent Hubertusburg hunting palace (ca. 60 km northwest of
Dresden, by Wermsdorf) on 3 Aug. or 7 Oct., 1749. The surviving
theorbo part bears marks in what appear to be Weiss’s hand.106

1750: The Death of Weiss
Silvius Weiss died on October 16, four days after his sixty-third
birthday. He was buried on October 19 in the Catholic cemetery in
Dresden-Friedrichstadt. The grave can no longer be located.

On October 19 the Dresden Weekly Church Records reported:
Silvius Leopold Weiss, Royal Chamber Musician, a married
man, [died in his] 64th year of consuming fever [on] Kleine
Brüder Gasse in thé house owned by the comptroller von
Broitzen, [and was buried] in the Roman Catholic cemetery.107108

Weiss’s colleague Pisendel wrote a month later to the composer
Telemann: “...I will just quickly report that on October 16 our Herr
Weiss, the excellent lutenist, died, as did on the following 14th of
November our incomparable Herr Pantalon; thus the Dresdener
Music has lost two of its greatest Brillanten.”™

After 1750: Weiss’s Heirs
Weiss’s widow and family were left destitute after his death.
Elizabeth appealed for help to the Elector.109 Finally in 1754 she was
105 Cited in Volkmann, p. 283.
Burris 1997, p. 199ff.
107 The Kirchliche Wochenbette! 1750-51 (Weekly Church Records), folio 353 (Stadtarchiv Dresden,
54750). See Smith and Legl, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original text.
108 Letter ofJohann Georg Pisendel to Georg Philipp Telemann: Georg Philipp Telemann: Briefwechsel,
ed. Hans Große and Hans RudolfJung (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1972), p. 355.
“. ...ich meide nur noch in Kürbe, daß den 16. Octob.r unser Herr Weiß der vortreffliche Lautenist gestorben,
ingleichen den 14. Novemb.r daraufunser unvergleichlicher Hwr Pantaleon, also daß dadurch die Dreßdnische Music
2 ihrergrößten Brillanten Verlobten. ”
109 See Smith and Legi, “Documents,” this Journal, forthcoming, for the original text and
translation.
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hired as a maid for the newborn Prince Joseph,110111
and was
succeeded by her daughter Therese when she became ill and
bedridden. She appears in court records in 1755 and 1756 as the
prince’s chamber matron (Kammerfrau). She died in 1759.
Seven of Silvius Leopold Weiss’s eleven children outlived their
father. Information on only two of them survives beyond the birth
notices. Therese (April 30, 1730-Oct. 10, 1775) later married Christian
Gottlob Heyne (1729-1812), who was appointed Professor of
Rhetoric in Gottingen in 1763, and in 1764 he became the university
librarian.

Heyne includes information about his first wife and their fates
during the Seven Years War.

My Therese was born in 1730. Her father was Sylvius
Leopold Weiss, virtuoso on the lute with the Royal Court
Orchestra; her mother was from a good noble family in Silesia.
Since the household was active and the family large, the
education of Therese was quite neglected. In her twentieth year,
1750, she lost her father. Extreme poverty now oppressed the
family. In this school of adversity she became acquainted with
every type of life's grievances. Her heart developed firmness,
and to constancy in enduring; and courage in disheartening
events. She learned to content herself with little and to scorn
everything superfluous; which however led to neglect of her
exterior.
Some time after her mother was engaged as chamber
matron to Prince Anton. Therese came thereby in contact with
courtiers. This made her manners freer and more unaffected,
banning everything stiff and affected, which the exclusively
domestic — even if good — upbringing normally teaches.

Her mother had a stroke. The daughter had partly to take
her place with the young prince and partly was bound to her
mother's bed. And sacrificed youthful joys and the company of
girlfriends to her duties. ... Hitherto her spirit had been
uncultivated. Raised in the Roman Catholic religion, she
observed the laws of the Church in fasting, hearing masses and
[adhering to] a fixed time of devotion with ever prevailing soul.
...1U
Weiss’s only child to become a professional musician was Johann
Adolf Faustinus (1741-1814), who was named after the two Hasses.
1,0 Document referred to in Volkmann, p. 287
111 Hermann Ludwig Heeren, Christian Gottlob Heyne (Göttingen, 1813): 48-50.
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Faustinus was by all accounts a very good lutenist. No less an
authority than Bach’s biographer Forkel, who knew Faustinus Weiss
and his sister Therese personally, wrote of him: “He plays the
surviving splendid and difficult compositions of his late father,
which are written in the pure and pithy style, somewhat like the
Clavier works of the late Joh. Seb. Bach, with much levity and
purity.”112

Faustinus held his father’s court lutenist position in Dresden from
1763 until 1813. But the lute’s luster had faded after 1750, and was
no longer used in the orchestra. Faustinus seems to have played
only in church, even there only during Lent. He was initially paid
300 Taler, after 1764 just 200. As when his own father died,
Faustinus’ death left his children desperate for financial support. In
a recent article, Frank Legl tells the poignant tale of their multiple
appeals to the Dresden court for the return of a theorbo their
grandfather had owned and their father had used so that they could
sell it to buy firewood to keep them warm in the freezing winter.113
This theorbo may be the instrument mentioned above, built by
Giovanni Tesler in Ancona (1615) and modified by Edlinger a
century later.

112Joachim Schulze, Bach-Dokumente vol. III, 351. “Weiß floh. Adolph Faustinus) . . ein Sohn des
berühmten Sylvius Leopold,...Er spielt die hinterlassenen vortreflichen und schweren
Composidoncn seines sei. Vaters, die in dem ächten und kömichten Geschmack geschrieben sind,
wie ungcfehr die Clavier-Arbeiten des sei. Joh. Seb. Bach, mit vieler Leichtigkeit und Reinigkeit.”
113 Frank Legi, “Eine alte Theorbe, ein halber Schrägen Holz und die Winter 1815/16 und
1816/17,” Die Laute: Jahrbuch der deutschen Lautengesellschaft 3 (1999): 94-104.

Between Grottkau and Neuburg: New Information on
the Biography of Silvius Leopold Weiss
by Frank Legl

Preface
he present article constitutes the somewhat abbreviated
English version of the paper written for Die Laute, the annual
journal of the German lute society, based upon the lecture I
delivered in Dresden at the Festival der Laute on March 12, 2000.1
The article in Die Laute also includes my edition of the most
important sources in the original language, partly in line-by-line
transcription, and includes some facsimiles of the documents.2
These sources are appended to this article in English translation and
will appear in the original language in a documents article in the
next issue of this Journal.3

On the Place and Date of Birth of Silvius Leopold Weiss
Until recently there has been an uncontested consensus that Silvius
Leopold Weiss was born in Breslau, Silesia. Scholars have only
disputed the year of his birth.

The inscription on the well-known portrait engraving by
Bartolomeo Folin showing Weiss, published in 1765, which is based
on a painting by Balthasar Denner, is the sole known source that
gives Breslau as place of birth of Weiss.4 This reference, which

1 Frank Legl, “Zwischen Grottkau und Neuburg. Neues zur Biographie von Silvius Leopold
Weiss, "Die Laute. Jahrbuch der Deutschen Lautengesellschaft, Nr. IV, 2000, ed. Peter Kiraly (Frankfurt am
Main, 2002): pp. 1-40. Since the lecture was accepted by the festival program on very short notice
and I had only three days to prepare it, I delivered the results of my research in very free form. The
resulting improvisatory character of the lecture could of course not be preserved in the written
version. I am grateftil to Dr. Douglas Alton Smith for his special helpfulness and also for the
preparation of die English translation of this article. I also wish to thank Peter Kiraly for his
cooperation, much assistance and encouragement. Dr. Michael Cramer-Fürtig of the Bayerisches
Hauptstaatsarchiv in Munich gave much kind advice and assistance. I am also grateful to Brigitte
Endfellner-Legl for the labor of proofreading. For purposes of uniformity and because it has
become customary in scholarship, I use the form of the name “Silvius Leopold Weiss,” although
Weiss himself in the known autographs always signed with “Silvius Leopoldus Weiss.”
2 Legl, “Zwischen Grottkau und Neuburg,” pp. 30-40.
3 Douglas Alton Smith and Frank Legl, “Documents of Weiss’s Life,” this Journal, forthcoming.
4 The often-reproduced portrait engraving served originally as the title copper engraving to the Neue
Bibliothek der schönen Wissenschaften undjreyen Künste, 1. B., 1. Stück (Leipzig, Dyck 1765). It can no
longer be determined where Bartolomeo Folin got this information; he will surely have been
prompted to inquire about them by the occasion of the preparation of the engraving, perhaps of one
of Weiss’s children. In any case the engraving was made about 15 years after the death of Weiss.
The missing painting by Balthasar Denner probably did not contain this information. On
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scholars had previously trusted,5 is further supported by the fact
that the Weiss family is documented in Breslau beginning in 1690.6
Hans Neemann, who does not doubt the reference to the place of
birth,7 nonetheless made inquiries during the 1930s in Breslau
archives and relates in his article, published in 1939, that he found
no birth nor baptismal entry for Silvius Leopold Weiss.8
However, there exists a document written by a contemporary of
Weiss who knew him personally, which casts strong doubt on the
assertion that Breslau was Silvius Leopold Weiss’s place of birth.
The testimony stems from the writer Luise Adelgunde Victorie
Gottsched, nee Kulmus (1713-1762). She was the daughter of the
royal Polish personal physician, Johann Georg Kulmus, and wife of
Bartolomeo Folin, see the article by J. Polanowska in Dippmario biograftco degli Italians, vol. 48, Rome
1997, p. 558ff, where it is reported that Folin resided in Dresden between 1763 and 1766.
5 The data on the engraving regarding die place of birth is adopted by the following secondary
sources on Weiss’s biography: Hans Volkmann, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss, der letzte grosse
Lautenist. Biographische Skizze,” in Die Musik 6, no. 17 (1906/07), p. 274; Karl Prusik:
“Kompositionen des Lautenisten Sylvius Leopold Weiss,” (Ph.D. diss., University of Vienna,
1923), p. 35; Hans Neemann: “Die Lautenistenfamilie Weiß,” in Archiv fiir Musikforschung, no. 4
(1939), p. 160; Wilton Elman Mason: “The Lute Music of Silvius Leopold Weiss,” (Ph.D. diss.,
Univ, of North Carolina Chapel Hill, 1949), p. 35; Josef Klima and Hans Radke,
“Lautenistenfamilie Weiß,” in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, vol. 14, Kassel 1968, p. 437;
Douglas Alton Smith, “The Late Sonatas of Silvius Leopold Weiss,” (Ph.D. diss., Stanford
University, 1977), p. 7; Douglas Alton Smith, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss,” in Early Music, vol. 8, no.
1, January 1980, p. 47; Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht, “Der Lautenist Silvius Leopold Weiß und
Johann Sebastian Bach,” in Ars musica scientia. Festschrift Heinrich Häschen, ed. Dedef Altenburg, (Köln,
1980), p. 247; Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht, “Bedeutende schlesische Lautenisten der Barockzeit,”
in Barock in Schlesien, Veröffentlichungen des Arbeitskreises für Schlesisches Lied und Schlesische
Musik, no. 10, (Dülmen 1981), p. 48; Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht, “Nur Silvius soll die Laute
spielen. Zum 300. Geburtstag von Silvius Leopold Weiß,” in Schlesien. Kunst Wissenschaft Volkskunde,
vol. 31/ III, 1986, p. 173; Timothy A. Burris, “Lute and Theorbo in Vocal Music in 18th Century
Dresden: A Performance Practice Study,” (Ph.D. diss., Duke University, 1997), p. 18; Ulrike Neu:
“Harmonik und Affektgestaltung in den Lautenkompositionen von Silvius Leopold Weiß” (Ph.D.
diss., Johann Wolgang Goethe Univ., Frankfurt am Main, 1995) Eurapäiscbe Hochschulschriften,
XXXVI Musikwissenschaft, vol. 141, (Frankfurt am Main, 1995), p. 27; Edward R. Reilly,
Douglas Alton Smith and Tim Crawford, “Weiss,” in The New Grove Dictionary ofMusic and Musicians,
2nd ed., ed. Stanley Sadie and John Tyrell, (London, 2001), voL 27, p. 253.
6 Neemann, pp. 159 and 173. The document is the baptismal entry for the sister of Silvius Leopold
Weiss, Juliane Margaretha, in the baptismal book of the parsonage St. Elisabeth in Breslau in the
year 1690, which names Johann Jakob Weiss as the father. This information was furnished to Hans
Neemann by the Breslau Stadtarchiv. It should further be noted that Volkmann (above, p. 274)
asserts that Ernst Gottlieb Baron also cites Johann Jakob Weiss as having been in Breslau, which an
examination of the book reveals to be erroneous. Baron writes only that the Weiss family comes
from Silesia. See Ernst Gottlieb Baron, Historisch-Theoretisch und Praktische Untersuchung des Instruments der
Laufen, Nuremberg 1727, p. 77. Baron’s assertion that following the death of Prince Alexander
Sobieski in Rome Silvius Leopold Weiss “again came to Breßlau” (ibid, p. 78) refers not to his
place of birth, but rather to the fact that before his Roman sojourn Weiss had been in the service of
Count Palatine Karl Philipp in Breslau (see section below, “Silvius Leopold Weiss and His
Relations with the Palatine Court”)
7 See footnote 5.
8 Neemann, p. 160f. footnote 7. Incidentally, no birth nor baptismal entry for Johann Sigismund
Weiss, the younger brother of Silvius Leopold, could be found in Breslau (see ibid, p. 171 footnote
1; see also below, footnote 19).
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Johann Christoph Gottsched (1700-1766), the Leipzig University
Professor of Poetry, Logic and Metaphysics.
In addition to her own literary activity, Luise Gottsched also
contributed to the works of her husband.9 In 1760, Johann
Christoph Gottsched published a Handlexicon (“Handy lexicon, or
brief dictionary of the fine arts and sciences”).10 Luise Gottsched
contributed articles to this work as well. All articles in the
Handlexicon that are marked with an asterisk (*) were written by her.
These include the articles “Laute” and “Silvius Leopold Weiss,”11 a
fact which has been overlooked by most Weiss researchers.12

How did it happen that Luise Gottsched wrote these two articles,
among others? For one, she had a great interest in music. She
played, for example, Clavier and lute excellentiy. Moreover, she
maintained personal and epistolary contact with Silvius Leopold
Weiss.13 Weiss visited Luise Gottsched in Leipzig in 1740. On the
9 Sec the introduction by Inka Kording in: Luise Gottsched - “mit der Feder in der Hand ” Briefe aus den
Jahren 1730-1762, cd. Inka Kording (Darmstadt, 1999), p. 10f.
10 Johann Christoph Gottsched, ed., Handlexicon oder Karggefaßtes Wörterbuch der schönen Wissenschaften und
freyen Künste (Leipzig, 1760), col. 1644f.
11 Johann Christoph Gottsched reports in the obituary' for his wife in 1763 that she was the author
of the articles marked with an asterisk: “In 1758 and the following year, as I published the wellknown Handlexicon oder kangefaßte Wörterbuch der schönen Wissenschaften, she [Luise Gottsched] was again
my industrious helper; and prepared for me all the manifold articles that are marked with an asterisk
(Sternchen). Qohann Christoph Gottsched: “Leben der weil, hochedelgebohmen, nunmehr sei. Frau,
Luise Adelgunde Victoria Gottschedinn, geb. Kulmus, aus Danzig,” in Der Frau Luise Adelgunde
Victoria Gottschedinn, geb. Kulmus, sämmtliche Kleinert Gedichte, nebst dem ... Ihrgestifteten Ehrenmale, und Ihrem
Leben, ed. Johann Christoph Gottsched (Leipzig, 1763), p. 72. The obituary comprises 86 pages, but
is not paginated. I have paginated it for referral purposes and here indicate the pages in square
brackets. The article on the lute is found in J. Chr. Gottsched: Handlexicon, col. 1004E, the article on
Silvius Leopold Weiss on col. 1644f. The Handlexicon contains in addition a brief article on the
theorbo, which however is signed with an S 0. Chr. Gottsched, Handlexicon, col. 1559). Moreover,
the theorbo article is an abbreviated version of the theorbo article from Johann Gottfried Walther,
Musikalisches Lexikon oder musikalische Bibliothek, Reprint of the edition Leipzig 1732 (Documenta
Musicologica, Erste Reihe: Druckschriften-Faksimiles III), Kassel and Basel, 4* printing, 1986, p.
604f.
12 To my knowledge only Lutz Kirchhof and Per Kjetil Farstad have referred to the Weiss article.
Kirchhof cites it in the booklet text for his double CD Sylvius Leopold Weiss. Lute Works, vol. 1 & 2,
Vivarte, Sony Classical (S2K 48 391), 1992. Kirchhof attributes the article to Johann Christoph
Gottsched and quotes only one passage about the compositions of Weiss and the passage cited below
by me in footnote 16. See Lutz Kirchhof, “Nur Sylvius soil die Laute spielen,” p. 15.
Recently the Handlexicon was used also by Per Kjetil Farstad in his “German Galant Lute Music in
the 18<h Century,” (Studies from the Department of Musicology, University' of Göteborg, no 58),
(Göteborg, 2000) p. 311. However Farstad, like Kirchhof, does not quote the biographically
interesting passages. Moreover, Kirchhof and Farstad overlook the fact that the Weiss article was
written by Luise Gottsched.
Similarly, reference is made to Gottsched’s Handlexicon in Reilly, Smith, Crawford, “Weiss,” pp.
253,256, which however is based on the Grove article authors’ knowledge of my yet-unpublished
manuscript for the present JLSA article, though my manuscript is not cited as the source. Dr.
Douglas Alton Smith tells me that the authors’ final changes, which cited my’ work in the
bibliography, were not completely incorporated by the New Grove editors.
13 Possibly the personal contact came about through Luise’s father, who came from Breslau. Weiss’s
parents are documented in Breslau from 1690 and Silvius Leopold Weiss was at the beginning of
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occasion of this visit, Weiss and Luise Gottsched played the lute for
each other, and her lute playing apparendy met the approbation of
the MeisterJ4 In any case, together with a letter of September 28, 1741
he sent one of his compositions dedicated to her personally,14
15
which probably seldom happened with Weiss, as we learn from his
letter and from Luise Gottsched.16
Luise Gottsched writes at the very beginning of
Silvius Leopold Weiss in the Handlexicon that he
Grottkau, a small village in Silesia, in 1687.”17 This
previously accepted view that assumes Breslau as the

her article on
was “born in
contradicts the
birthplace.

Let us evaluate how reliable Luise Gottsched’s assertion is. The
hope that a glance at Grottkau church records from the last decades
of the 17th century would yield information about the place and
date of birth of Weiss was dashed by my inquiry, since I was
informed by the Wroclaw Archdiocese that unfortunately no
documents survive from before the year 1717.18 In addition I was
informed—since my inquiry also included Breslau as possible place
of birth—that there is also no entry for Silvius Leopold Weiss in
the pertinent baptismal registers of the Breslau pastorates from the
years 1683 to 1695,19 which confirmed the above-mentioned finding
of Hans Neemann.

Since no other sources have been found that can give us
information about the birthplace of Weiss, it only remains for us to
evaluate the information of Luise Gottsched on the basis of data
from her biography. She was, to be sure, born in Danzig, but her

the 18th century at least until the year 1707 in the service of Count Palatine Karl Philipp in Breslau.
See below, the section “Silvius Leopold Weiss and his Relations with the Palatine Court.” On the
Breslau heritage ofjohann Georg Kulmus see J. Chr. Gottsched, Leben... [p. 1].
14 This is reported by J. Chr. Gottsched in his obituary for his wife. J. Chr. Gottsched, Leben, [p. 4].
15 The letter is published in Hans-Joachim Schulze, “Ein unbekannter Brief von Silvius Leopold
Weiß,” in Die Musikforscbung 23 (1968), 203f. A facsimile appears in Smith, “The late sonatas,” p.
19ff.
16 Luise Gottsched writes in her Weiss article, that the compositions of Silvius Leopold Weiss are
“very difficult to get [...], because the blessed man was very reluctant to let them out of his hands.”
(Gottsched, Handlexicon, col. 1644.) Compare also the remark by Weiss himself in his letter of
September 28, 1741 to Luise Gottsched: “... I wished to compose, for you alone, and herewith
most obediently dedicate to you the enclosed [partita]. Despite die fact that it is something simple, I
must most obediently request that you not communicate it further, for as long as one has a thing
for oneself, it is always beautiful and new. I will also keep it just for myself.” (Transcription of die
letter after Schulze, “Ein unbekannter Brief...,” p. 203. Translation from Smith, “The late
sonatas,” 18. Compare the facsimile in Smith, “The late sonatas,” 19ff.)
17 Gottsched, Handkximn, col. 1644. Luise Gottsched spells die town “Grotkau.” I use Grottkau,
the common German spelling in the 20th century. Today the town is known as Grodköw in Polish.
18 Letter from Sister Felicja Senske of the Archiwum Archidiecczjalne Wroclaw, November 11,
1995. I would like to thank Sister Felicja Senske, Ms. Klaudia Mendyka-Waszkowiak, Anna
Waszkowiak and Dr. Max Kellner expressly for their assistance.
19 Information as in the previous footnote. Baptismal registers from seven pastorates survive.
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father came from Breslau. Luise could thus quite plausibly have
been familiar with Silesian villages and towns.20 Moreover, in
comparison to Breslau, the capital of Silesia, Grottkau is now and
was then far less well known. This means, in sum, that Luise
Gottsched gives the more finely differentiated information, and that
her data are more trustworthy than Folin’s. She surely learned the
birthplace from Weiss himself, and if her memory played no tricks
on her—which one cannot exclude—then Grottkau can be assumed
to be the birthplace of Weiss.
However, other data stemming from Luise Gottsched also
contradict previous Weiss scholarship. She indicates 1687 as his year
of birth. Scholars’ discussions have previously been limited to the
period 1684 to 1686. In his afterword to the facsimile edition of the
Dresden Weiss tablatures, Wolfgang Reich favors the year 1684,
whereby he refers to an entry in a list of Catholic persons who died
and were buried in Dresden in 1750. This entry states that Weiss
died on October 16 at the age of 66 years.21 Scholars have
nonetheless trusted the year on the Folin engraving, and the
opinion that 1686 is the year of Weiss’s birth has become standard.2223

Douglas Alton Smith pleads also for the year 1686 in his article that
appeared in 1980 in Early Music. He refers, however, also to the socalled Kirchliche Wochen^ettel in the Dresden City Archives. Here we
find a notice of October 19, 1750, in which it states that Siivius
Leopold Weiss died in his “64thyearT22 In any case this notice, if
31 See also the obituary’ for Luise Gottsched by J. Chr. Gottsched, Leben..., [p. 1].
21 Wolfgang Reich, “Quellenkundliche Bemerkungen zur Dresdener Lautcntabulatur Mus. 2841V-l,” Siivius Leopold Weiss: 34 Suitenfür Laute solo. Leipzig, 1977, pp. i, vii and footnote 1. The entry
in the deaths index, “Verzeichniß, In Untcrthänigkcit, Derjenigen Römisch=Catholischen Personen,
welche in diesem abgewichenen 1750sten Jahre ailhicr in Gott selig gestorben, und auf Ihro
Majestät der Königin Kirchhof zu Neu=Friedrichstadt sind beerdigt worden” is found under no.
89 and reads: “Herr Siivius Leopold Weiß, Königl. Cammer-Musicus, gestorben den 16. begraben
den 19. Octobr. alt 66 Jahr.” (Mr. Silvius Ixopold Weiss, Royal Chamber Musician, died the 16,h
buried the 19,h of October 66 years old.) In the Catholic cathedral rectory’ there also exists a
handwritten deaths index: UBER Drfuncforum, / In quem I Inscribuntur eorum Catholicorum / Nomina, /
qui Dresda pie in Domino mortui / Et vtl in Catbolico, I vel in bohemico Lutheranorum Coemifcrio / Sepulti Sunt
I Ab anno 1724. Here the entry’ on the death of Weiss on 16 October 1750 (folio 194v) reads: "16.
D[omi]»wr Siivius Leopold Weis Cam\m]em Regia Musicus. Sepull. 19." Here there is no age given. 1 am
grateful to Dr. Wolfgang Reich for this reference and for manifold assistance. I also thank the
rectorate of the Catholic cathedrals in Dresden for their kind furnishing of copies of the pertinent
spots in the printed and the manuscript list.
Regarding the 16lh of October, 1750, as the date of Weiss’s death, compare also the letter from
Johann Georg Pisendel to Georg Philipp Telemann (Georg Philipp Telemann: Briefwechsel. Sämtliche
erreichbare Briefe von und an 7'ekmann, ed. Hans Grosse and Hans RudolfJung [I^eipzig, 1972], p. 355).
Unfortunately, Pisendel does not mention Weiss’s age.
221 dte as representative only the articles on Weiss by Josef Klima and Hans Radke in Die Musik in
Geschichte und Gegenwart, vol. 14 (Kassel, 1968), col. 437-440 and Reilly, Smith, Crawford, “Weiss,”
vol. 27, p. 253.
23 Dresden, Stadtarchiv, Kirchliche Wochensyttel 1750-1, f. 353, Meldungen der Kreuzkirche, notice of
19 October, 1750: Silvisius [sic] Leopold Weiß, Ke>/^|lichcr] Camjmjer Musicus ein Ehemann, 64. Jahr an
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one proceeds from its exactness, confirms more probably Luise
Gottsched’s assertion of 1687. According to the inscription on the
portrait engraving, Weiss’s birthdate is October 12, 1686.24 The date
of death is the 16th of October 1750 (not, as Folin writes, the 15th of
October). Weiss at his death would thus already have been in his
65th year, if one assumes 1686 as the year of birth. If one trusts the
assertion of Luise Gottsched and assumes 1687, then Weiss would
indeed have died shortly after the beginning of his 64th year.
Secure clarification of the questions of when Weiss was born and
of which Silesian town — Breslau or Grottkau — was actually his
birthplace, can unfortunately not be reached on the basis of the
currently known sources. However, one can establish securely that
the information previously most relied upon, namely that of
Bartolomeo Folin, must be regarded as the least plausible of all the
sources. Folin did not know Weiss, did not come to Dresden until
1763, and got his information about Weiss from second or third
hand.

Now let us examine briefly the other new biographical details in the
Weiss article by Luise Gottsched. She informs us about a
biographical detail from the youth of Silvius Leopold Weiss, which
was previously unknown to Weiss scholarship. She writes that Weiss
“already in his seventh year played before Kaiser Leopold.”25 This is
a reference to the music-loving Kaiser Leopold I from the House of
Habsburg, who reigned from 1658 to 1705. The event must have
taken place between 1691 and 1694; on the basis of the above
considerations, the latter date must assume the greater plausibility.
Luise Gottsched mentions further that Weiss went to Rome in
1710,26 in contrast to the assertion of Ernst Gottlieb Baron, who
says: “About 1708 he went with the Prince Alexander Sobiesky to
Italy.”27 Baron is, as one perceives in his formulation, not quite sure

K?rtyA[rendem] Fieber, kleine Bruder Gaße in H[erm] Accis Rath von Broiftgn Hauße, aujm Räwfisch]
Ca/AoQischen] B<gr<i/»[nis] Plat%. (“Silvius Leopold Weiss, Royal Chamber Musician, a married man,
[died in his] 64* year of consuming fever [on] Kleine Brüder Gasse in the house owned by the tax
collector Mr. von Broitzen [and was buried] in the Roman Catholic Cemetery.”) I cordially thank
Frau Gisela Hoppe of the Dresden Stadtarchiv for her help with this research. Photos or
photocopies are not possible because of the thickness of die volume and the narrow binding. See
also Smith, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss,” p. 58, note 4, which quotes the Kirchliche Wochenbette! entry’ and
refers to its discoverer, Andre Burguete.
24 Regarding the portrait engraving see footnote 4 above.
25 Gottsched, Handlexicon, col 1644. See item no. lb in the appendix to the present article. See also
Reilly, Smith, Crawford, “Weiss,” vol. 27, p. 253. See also note 12 above.
26Gottsched,Handlexicon, col. 1644: “In 1710 he went to Rome, after he had previously ...” See
item no. lb in the appendix to the present article.
27 Baron, Untersuchung, p. 78.
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about the point in time. Perhaps future research
informative results.

will

yield

Luise Gottsched also refers both in her articles on Weiss and on the
lute28 to the important role of Weiss in the radical changes in the
form of the lute in the 18th century, a subject treated in a
forthcoming issue of this Journal by Robert Lundberg.

Silvius Leopold Weiss in Kassel
Next we shall examine the question of Silvius Leopold Weiss’s
sojourn in Kassel in the year 1715, which has been accepted by
previous researchers. Nowhere in the scholarly literature is there a
source that could substantiate this assertion. Rather, researchers
refer, if at all, to Hans Volkmann or Hans Neemann,29 who mention
the 1715 Kassel sojourn.30 Volkmann refers on the one hand to
Ernst Ludwig Gerber, on the other to Albert Schiffner; Neemann
names only Gerber as his source.
The geographer and freelance publicist Albert Schiffner (1792-1873)
primarily concerned himself with publications about Dresden, but
also with a publication on Johann Sebastian Bach.31 Schiffner
planned in addition to publish an encyclopedia of Dresden
composers, but it never saw print. Volkmann apparently makes
reference to this planned composer-lexicon. The draft of this
lexicon is preserved today in the manuscript division of the
Sächsische Landesbibliothek in Dresden.32 In the text of the
manuscript, which contains many insertions that are sometimes very
difficult to distinguish from the main text, it is often hard to orient
oneself. Schiffner writes in an insertion to the Weiss article, that
Weiss “in 1715 spent some time in Hessen-Cassel service, where
Lichtensteiger in Cassel competed with him.”33

28 See the complete translation of the articles from the Gottsched Handlexicon, cols. 1004f and 1644f,
in the appendix to the present article, items la and lb. Reference to these articles will also be made in
Robert Lundberg, “Weiss’s Lutes,” this Journal, forthcoming.
29 Volkmann: “Sylvius Leopold Weiss,” p. 275. Neemann: “Die Lautenistenfamilie Weiss,” p. 161.
30 Smith, “The late sonatas,” p. 7 in note 1 and p. 8, refers cursorily to Volkmann and Neemann. In
the same manner Smith, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss,” 49 and 57 with note 1; Hoffmann-Erbrecht,
“Der Lautenist Silvius Leopold Weiß und Johann Sebastian Bach,” p. 247, bases his remarks on
Neemann; Hoffmann-Erbrecht, “Bedeutende schlesische Lautenisten der Barockzeit,” indicates no
sources on p. 48, but on p. 61, note 22, on the Weiss family cursorily refers to Neemann and the
MGG-article by Klima and Radke. Burris, “Lute and Theorbo,” p. 26. Ulrike Neu, Harmonik, p.
29, cites neither sources nor literature regarding the Kassel sojourn of Weiss.
31 See the article on Albert Schiffner by F. Schnorr von Carolsfcld, Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, vol.
31, reprint of the Is' edition of 1870 (Berlin, 1970), p. 195f.
32 Dresden, Sächsische Landesbibliothek, signature Mscr. Dresd. e 197. I wish to thank the
Sächsische Landesbibliothek, which sent me photos of the corresponding pages.
33 Dresden, Sächsische Landesbibliothek, Mscr. Dresd. c 197, p. 74.
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Further, Volkmann cites Gerber’s Neues Lexikon as a source of the
information that Weiss was in Kassel for a short time in 171 ö.34
Neemann formulates it somewhat more precisely as E. L Gerber,
Neues Lexikon der Tonkünstler. 1812-1814.35 These notes of course refer
to Ernst Ludwig Gerber’s Neues historisch-biographisches Lexikon der
Tonkünstler (Leipzig, 1812-1814), and particularly to the 4th part
(1813/14).3637
The remark that “He (= Silvius Leopold Weiss) was in the year 1715
in Hessen-Kassel service, but only for a short time,” is found only
in Gerber’s Neues Lexikon,31 as Volkmann and Neemann correctly
cite. The first edition of 1792 does not mention it. The article on
Silvius Leopold Weiss in the first edition is based to a great extent
on the references in Ernst Gottlieb Baron and Johann Gottfried
Walther.38 Neither in Baron nor in Walther is it recorded that Weiss
was in Kassel in 1715. Gerber must therefore have had access to a
new source of information in the period between the year of the
first edition, 1792, and 1814.

Though Gerber does not reveal from which source he drew this
assertion, one can determine his and Schiffner’s “source of
information”39*with very high probability. It is the book “Gallery of
the most exquisite Composers and remarkable Music-Dilettantes in
Cassel from the Beginning of the 16th Century to the Present
Times,” written by David August von Apell, a musical dilettante and
assessor at the Cassel Finan^kammerl® Apell arranged his Gallery

** Volkmann, p. 275, footnote 1.
55 Neemann, “Die Lautenistenfamilie Weiß,” 161, footnote 3. I presume that Neemann got his
information from Volkmann’s article.
36 Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Neues historisch-biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler (1812-1814), Part 4: S-Z,
ed. Othmar Wessely, (repr. of the 1813/14 edition, Graz, 1966). This lexicon is a revision of
Gerber’s Lexikon that had appeared between 1790 and 1792: Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Historisch
biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler (1790-1792), Parts 1 and 2: N-Z, ed. Othmar Wessely (repr. of
the Leipzig, 1790-1792 edition, Graz, 1977).
37 Gerber Neues historisch-biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler (\M2-\MS), Part 4, p. 540. In addition
Gerber adds as Weiss’s birth year 1686 and the date of death as October 18 (sic!) 1750. He refers
here to Johann Friedrich Reichardt. Reichardt often refers to Weiss in his publications, but I have
not been able yet to find the references in Reichardt cited by Gerber.
38 Gerber, Historisch-biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler (190-1792), Pan 2, p. 790. Compare the
citations in Baron, Untersuchung, p. 78f and Walther, Musikalisches Lexikon, p. 647f. Further, Gerber
knows the Breitkopf-Katalog of 1769, in which pieces by Weiss were offered for sale. See the
reprint, The Breitkopf Thematic Catalogue. The Six Parts and Sixteen Supplements 1762-1787, ed. Barry S.
Brook, New York 1966, pp. 369-375, as well as the portrait in the Neue Bibliothek der schönen
Wissenschaften und derjreyen Künste (see above, footnote 4).
39 Schiffner does not draw upon Gerber’s Lexikon, since his assertion that Lichtensteiger was the
competitor of Weiss in Kassel is not found in Gerber.
*’ David August von Apell, Gallerte der vorzüglichsten Tonkünstler und merkwürdigen Musik=DHettanten in
Cassel von Anfang des 16ten Jahrhunderts bis aufggenwärtige Zeiten. Ein Beytrag %ur Hessischen Kunst=Geschichte
(Cassel, 1806). On Apell, see the article by Christiane Bcrnsdorff-Engelbrecht in MGG vol. 15, col.
244-247. For the reference to the book by Apell, I am grateful to Dr. Hermann Langkabel.
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lexically, and it contains an article on Lichtensteiger as well as one
on Silvius Leopold Weiss. In the Lichtensteiger article it is asserted
that he was a great lutenist, because Weiss could not dislodge him.41
In the Weiss article it is written that Weiss in 1715 was in “HessenCassel service,” but after a short period he “abandoned the post to
his rival Lichtensteiger.”42
As one can clearly see, the Lichtensteiger article and the one on
Weiss form a circular argument and do not advance our knowledge.
From our perspective today it seems suspicious, even absurd, that a
petty musician like Lichtensteiger could have stood up in
competition to Weiss, who was praised by his contemporaries as the
best of all lutenists. This seems to me most improbable, and doubts
about Apell’s statement are quite justified. If Weiss really was
seeking an appointment at the Kassel court, lutenistic skill was in
any case not a deciding factor for the lack of success.

Unfortunately, Apell also gives no source for his assertion that
Silvius Leopold Weiss had been at the Kassel court in 1715.

The documents concerning the court accounts of Landgrave Karl
von Hessen-Kassel are today preserved in the Staatsarchiv in
Marburg. Here there is no proof that Silvius Leopold Weiss was
employed at the Kassel court in 1715. This situation implies that
Apell erred and that in 1715 Weiss had no appointment in Kassel
with Landgrave Karl. First, the Kassel court already had an adequate
lutenist at that time, namely Johann Christoph Lichtensteiger.
Secondly, the employment of Weiss, even if it had been of short
duration, would certainly have been recorded in the account books
or the decrees of the Landgrave, since all appointments and
expenses for the court musicians were precisely registered.43 For
instance, the appointment document for Lichtensteiger is found in
the official court records in the Hessian State Archive in Marburg.44
It would indeed be improbable that the appointment of Weiss was
not recorded in writing.
My inquiry in the Marburg archive was nonetheless successful, for
there is indeed a connection of Silvius Leopold Weiss to the
Landgrave’s court in Kassel, though restricted to the first quarter of
the year 1706. Crown Prince Friedrich of Hessen-Kassel left on Jan.
41 Apell, Gallerie, 40f.
42 Apell, Galierie, 60.
43 Letter from Oberarchivrat Dr. Hermann Langkabel of the Hessisches Staatsarchiv Marburg,
dated 19 April, 1994.
44 Marburg, Hessisches Staatsarchiv (elsewhere in this article abbreviated HStA), Cassel Fürstliche
Original Rescripte 1694-1696, Staatsarchiv Marburg Lahn, Protokolle II Kassel C.b. Nr. 10, Band lz, 16941696, Reskript of 14 August, 1696.
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25 for Berlin and spent the end of January and the greater part of
February 1706 there.45 Weiss must have met him in Berlin, for in an
accounts book for the years 1705/06 there appear entries for Weiss
among the allowances for board. Under the rubric Board Expenses in
Kassel and on the Berlin Journey for the week of 22 to 28 February, that
“to the lutenist Weiss, whom Your Grace brought back from Berlin
on command as Your Grace left for Berlin on the 25th of January, so
have paid the board allowance to the people in Your retinue
according to specification.”46 During this week there are listed, for
Weiss and the other persons in the princely retinue, an allowance of
40 Reichstaler per diem and for 14 days a laundry allowance of 7
Reichstaler, 18 Albus and 8 Heller.

In the week of March 1 to 7 he received 2 Reichstaler and 16 Albus.
From the week of March 8 to the last entry on March 28 no sum is
entered, only the remark that he and a few other named persons
were boarded in Kleve.47
These entries from the account book preserved in the Hessisches
Staatsarchiv in Marburg correspond also with entries in another
account book that is today in the Landesbibliothek und
Murhardsche Bibliothek der Stadt Kassel. The manuscript contains
records of income and expenses of the household of Crown Prince
Friedrich for the year 1706.48 Here, too, we find entries pertaining
to Weiss. On March 8 he received 30 Reichstaler as partial payment of
his wages.49

45 A reason for the journey of Crown Prince Friedrich may have been the death in Berlin, on
December 23, 1705, of his wife, a daughter of the Prussian king Friedrich I. See Hans Philippi,
LandgrafKart von Hessen-Kassel Ein deutscher Fürst der Barockzeit (Veröffentlichungfn der Historischen Kommission
für Hessen 34), Marburg, 1976, p. 335. See the appendix below, item no. 2a, for the date the crown
prince left for Berlin.
46 Marburg, HStA, Rechnungen II, Kassel, Nr. 598, Jg. 1705/06. The pages of the account books
are not paginated, though arranged chronologically by week. See the appendix to this article, items
2a -2e and the first edition of the passages in Legi, “Zwischen Grottkau und Neuburg,” p 32ff. I
owe the reference to this board expense with the entries on Weiss to Dr. Hermann Langkabel. The
sources quoted in the following arguments on the year 1706 nowhere name the forename of Weiss,
only the surname. Thus the father or brother of Silvius Leopold Weiss could be meant For the
proof that it was really Silvius Leopold, see below, p. 60.
47 Marburg, HStA, Rechnungen II, Kassel, Nr. 598, years 1705/06. Sec in the appendix items 2a2e
48 Landesbibliothek und Murhardsche Bibliothek der Stadt Kassel (abbreviated in future with
LMBK), Signature: 2° Ms. Hass 345, 1706 Einnahme und Ausgabe (Erbprinz Friedrich). I am
grateful to the head of the manuscript department of the LMBK, Dr. Konrad Wiedemann, for
providing me a microfilm of this manuscript.
49 LMBK Sign: : 2° Ms. Hass 345, p. 65 regarding the 8,h of March: See die passage in the
appendix, item 3a, and the original-language edition in Legi, “Zwischen Grottkau und Neuburg,”
p. 35.
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Crown Prince Friedrich embarked in March on a trip to his
government in Kleve.50 Weiss joined him on the journey, but left
the company of the crown prince on March 30 and received on that
day 50 Lfeichstaler for his return trip to Breslau.51

Silvius Leopold Weiss and his Connection to the Electoral
Palatine Court
However, Weiss did not travel immediately back to Breslau, but
rather he now went to Düsseldorf to the court of Elector Palatine
Johann Wilhelm for an artistic residence that probably lasted more
than a month. This is apparent from a letter that Elector Johann
Wilhelm sent to Breslau to his brother Count Palatine Karl Philipp.
This letter, mentioned in 1908 by Alfred Einstein in his article on
Italian musicians in Neuburg and which is known to Weiss research,
is in the Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv in Munich.52 It bears the date
May 5, 1706. In this letter the Elector thanks his brother for having
given the Lautenisten Weiß permission to concertize at the
Düsseldorf court.53 Johann Wilhelm was extremely impressed by
Weiss, for he writes that “during his presence [here] this virtuoso
performed in such a manner that I felt abundant pleasure and
contentment.”54

50 Sec the entries for the month of March in LMBK Sign.: : 2° Ms. Hass 345. Compare also
Philippi, LandgrafKari von Hessen-Kasse/, p. 339, who writes only that the crown prince sojourned in
April at his government in Kleve.
51 LMBK Sign: : 2° Ms. Hass 345, p. 74. See the appendix, item 3b. The sum is entered in the
Beicbstakr column. Nowhere in passage is the name of the lutenist mentioned, but it appears in a
marginal note to the entry of March 30: (“vid. d. 8 t. martii”). See facsimile in Legi, “Zwischen
Grottkau und Neuburg, p. 35. This marginal note proves that the unnamed lutenist is of course
Weiss (see note 49). Christiane Engelbrecht, “Die Hofkapelle des Landgrafen Carl von HessenKassel,” m Zeitschrift des Veninsjur hessische Geschichte und Landeskunde, vol, 68 (Kassel und Basel 1957),
p. 152, erroneously ascribes the entry of March 30, 1706, to the lutenist Johann Christoph
Lichtensteiger, since she overlooks the marginal note, which refers to March 8 and clearly names
Weiss as the lutenist. Moreover, she also indicates the wrong year (1705).
52 Munich, Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv (abbreviated below as BayHStA), Kasten blau 52/16. See
appendix, no. 4. A facsimile and complete transcription is given in Legi, “Zwischen Grottkau und
Neuburg,” p. 37. The letter of May 5, 1706, is given only in excerpts in Alfred Einstein,
“Italienische Musiker am Hofe der Neuburger Wittelsbacher. 1614-1716. Neue Beiträge zur
Geschichte der Musik am Neuburg-Düsseldorfer Hof im 17. Jahrhundert,” in Sammelbände der
Internationalen Musikgesellschaft 9 (Leipzig, 1907-1908). The article appeared in Heft 3, April-June
1908, p. 411. Indeed, Einstein suspects that the lutenist Weiss, whose forename is not mentioned in
the letter, was the father of Silvius Leopold Weiss. The letter was also known to Theodor Levin,
“Beiträge zur Geschichte der Kunstbestrebungen in dem Hause Pfalz-Neuburg, II. Teil,” in
Beiträge qur Geschichte des Niederrheins, vol. 20 (Jahrbuch des Düsseldorfer Geschichtsvenins, 1905), Düsseldorf,
1906, p. 186. Levin presumes that the lutenist named in the letter is identical to Johann Sigismund
Weiss. However Gerhard Croll, “Musikgeschichdiches aus Rapparinis Johann-WilhelmManuskript (1709), in Die Musikforschung 11 (1958), p. 260, adopts Einstein’s opinion. The letter is
quoted after Einstein’s article by Smith, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss,” p. 47 and p. 58, note. 6.
53 Munich, BayHStA, Kasten blau 52/16. See the appendix, item no. 4.
«Ibid.
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Weiss not only concertized during his Düsseldorf sojourn, he also
composed. Here originated the Sonata 7 in C-minor, which is
preserved both in the London Weiss manuscript55 and in the fifth
volume of the Dresden Weiss-manuscript.56 In both manuscripts it
is clearly indicated as a sonata by Silvius Leopold Weiss.5758In
addition it bears an inscription in the Dresden manuscript, above
the first movement (the allemande), most probably a pencil
autograph by Silvius Leopold Weiss: Von an[n]o 6 in Düsseldorf, ergo
Nostra giuventü comparice.^ This sonata thereby simultaneously solves a
problem which arose from the previously-mentioned archival
documents regarding the Kassel and Düsseldorf sojourn, namely
which member of the lutenist family Weiss is meant, since the
Kassel sources and the letter of Johann Wilhelm mention only the
surname Weiss, not a Christian name. Thus we now also know that
it actually was Silvius Leopold Weiss.
It cannot be determined exactly when Weiss returned to Breslau
and his sovereign, Count Palatine Karl Philipp, but it must have
been around the end of April or the beginning of May 1706.
Hans Neemann, who apparently did not know about Einstein’s
article and thus the letter from Johann Wilhelm of May 5, 1706,
proposed that Silvius Leopold Weiss “about 1707 (and doubdess in
1706 or earlier) [...] was in Count-Palatine [Pfalt^-Grdflichen} service in
Düsseldorf;” thus “the lutenist Joh. Kropfgans’ father ’25 years ago’
took lute lessons there with S. L. Weiss.”59 Neemann refers to the

KSuonata 7 in Silvius Leopold Weiss, Sämtliche Werkefür Laute in Tabulatur und Übertragung (Complete
Works for Lute in Tablature and Transcription), ed. Douglas Alton Smith, vol. 1: Die Handscrift
London, British Library Add. 30387. Faksimile der Tabulatur, Teil 1 (Frankfurt, London, New
York: Edition Peters, 1983), fol. 30r-33r. (Numbering by the editor.)
56 Silvius Leopold Weiss, 34 Suitenfür Laute solo. Facsimile of the manuscript tablature Mus. 2841V-l of the Sächsische Landesbibliothek Dresden. With comments on the sources by Wolfgang
Reich (Leipzig, 1977), p. 261-267. The Dresden version does not contain a menuet as London
does.
57 In the Dresden manuscript there stands as tide indication to this sonata “Suonata del Sigrc S. L.
Weiss” (Silvius Leopold Weiss: 34 Suiten Jur Laute solo, p. 261). In the London manuscript there
stands above the allemande as indication of composer die words “S. L. Weis” (Silvius Leopold
Weiss: Sämtliche Werkefur Laute, vol. 1, Part 1, fol. 30r). Moreover in die London version of the
sonata two movements-courante and menuet-bear S. L Weiss’s autograph insertions (ibid., foL 31 r
and fol. 32r). See also the editorial remarks in the Critical Report in Silvius Leopold Weiss: Sämtliche
Werkefür Laute, vol. 4: Die Handschrift London, British Library’ Add. 30387. Transcription. Part 2,
ed. Douglas Alton Smith (Frankfurt, London, New York: Edition Peters, 1990), p. 215.
58 Ibid, p. 262. The pencil entry is very difficult to decipher in the facsimile. Only Von ¿w;[n]o 6 in
Düsseldorfs clearly readable. The editor gives the complete text in his commentary in an appendix to
the facsimile (Wolfgang Reich: “Quellenkundliche Bemerkungen zur Dresdner Lautentabulatur
Mus. 2841-V-l,” in Silvius Leopold IPrirr, 34 Suiten Jür Laute solo, p. xi). In his article “Die
Lautenistenfamilie Weiß,” p. 161, Neemann translates the Italian part of the passage as “also unserem
Jugend-Debut" (“therefore our youthful debut”).
59 Neemann, “Die Lautenistenfamilie Weiss,” p. 161.
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article “Kropfgans” in Walther’s Lexikon of 1732.60 Let us have a
closer look at this article.
We first notice that Neemann does not quote the whole passage,
rather he suppresses, as it were, the place of Kropfgans’ studies. The
article in Walther is a bit unmethodically written, so that the various
bearers of the Kropfgans name are difficult to distinguish.61 The
person who studied with Weiss is the Johann Kropfgans born in
1668 in Neustadt an der Orla, “a still-living merchant in Breslau,” as
Walther writes in 1732.62 To clarify the lutenistic education of
Johann Kropfgans senior, here is the full passage from Walther:

“[Kropfgans] ... began in his ninth year to study the lute, but in his
12th year he learned business in Leipzig, and thus neglected this
instrument for some years. Subsequently however he sought it out
again and took lessons for an extended period in the abovementioned place first with Mr. Schuchart and then with Mr. Meley,
when the latter returned from Paris. He faithfully continued this
study in Breslau some 30 years ago with Mr. Philipp Franz le Sage
de Riche, and 25 years ago with the great artist Mr. Sylvio Leopoldo
Weißen, who was then in the Count Palatine’s service, and from the
latter he absorbed the true, fundamental essence of this
instrument.”63
From this it is clear that the situation is quite different from the way
that Neemann represented it. Kropfgans, living in Breslau, received
instruction in Breslau from two lutenists living in Breslau at two
different periods — from Philipp Franz Lesage de Richee and from
Silvius Leopold Weiss. Neemann also did not recognize that by the
term Pfak^Gräflichen Diensten, Walther meant that Weiss was in
Breslau in the service of a Karl Philipp bearing the tide Pfalzgraf
(Count Palatine), and not in Düsseldorf in the service of Johann
Wilhelm, who was of course Kurfürst (Elector).64 Walther always

Walther, Musikalisches Lexikon, p. 346f.
61 Walther, Musikatisches Lexikon, p. 346f. Difficulties arise not only from the unfortunate insertion
about the father of Johann Kropfgans the Elder, but also from the fact that all known lutenistically
active members of this family have the first name Johann or Johanna. The father of Johann
Kropfgans the Elder was named Johann Caspar, the children bore the names Johann (called The
Younger in the literature, bom 1708), Johanna Eleonora (born 1710), and Johann Gottfried (bom
1714).
62 Walther, Musikalisches Lexikon, p. 346.
63 Walther, Musikalisches Lexikou, p. 347. For the sake of completeness 1 should mention that in
1720 Johann Kropfgans the Elder wounded his right hand so severely that he had to give up lute
playing. See Smith and Legl, “Documents of Weiss’s Life,” this Journal, forthcoming, the year
1732.
M As evidence for the title PJaiqgraf, there is the form of address from the letter of Elector Johann
Wilhelm to his brother Karl Philipp, May 5, 1706: “Ahn 11 [erm] Pfalzgrafen Carl Philipp
Hochffursdiche] d[urc]h|laucht].” Munich, BayHStA, Kasten blau 52/16.
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correctly designates those musicians who were engaged by Johann
Wilhelm in Düsseldorf as “kurfürstliche Musiker.”65
A problematical point arises from the fact that Karl Philipp left
Silesia permanently and arrived in Innsbruck in August 1707, in
order finally to assume the office of Imperial Governor that had
been conferred already upon him by the Emperor in 1705.66 We do
not know whether Weiss went with Karl Philipp to Innsbruck or
remained in Breslau, or whether at this time he was already engaged
by Alexander Sobieski.67

Let us come to the last point in our study. In the pertinent
publications on Silvius Leopold Weiss it is repeatedly asserted that
after the intermezzo in Kassel of 1715, Weiss found an appointment
at the court of Elector Johann Wilhelm von der Pfalz in
Düsseldorf.68
Previous research has presented no source evidence for the year
1716 as the beginning of an engagement of Weiss in Düsseldorf. It
was simply assumed, since one previously presumed that Weiss had
been employed in 1715 by the landgrave of Hessen-Kassel. This
assumption has been shown above to be untrue, so that for our
following considerations we must also consider the year 1715. Up
651 name here some examples from articles, in which Walther clearly assigns the musicians to the
Electoral Palatine court. Johannes Schenck (Walther, Musikalisches Lexikon, p. 550) was
“Chur=Pfaltzischer Cammer=Musicus und Violdigambist,” On the date December 3, 1712,
Archangelo Corelli dedicated his Opera Sesta “ to “dem Chur= Fürsten von der Pfaltz, Joanni
Wilhelmo” (ibid, p. 185). Georg Craft was “ein Instrumental=Componist am Chur-Pfãltzischen
Hofe” (ibid., p. 190). Finally, Hugo Wilderer was “Vice-Capellmeister und Cammer=Rath Sr.
Churfürstl. Durchl. zu Pfaltz” (ibid., p. 650). Discussing Carlo Luigi Pietro Grua, Walther names
not the court or lord, but rather only the correct place, for Grua was “Capeilmeister zu Düsseldorf’
(ibid., p. 293).
66 The official naming as governor occurred on April 15, 1705, and the negotiations between
Emperor Leopold I and Count Palatine Karl Philipp had taken place beginning in 1704. See Hans
Schmidt, Kurfiirst Karl Philipp von der Pfalz als Reichsfiirst (Forschungen zur Geschichte Mannheims und der Pfalz
3), Mannheim 1963, pp. 44-51.
67 In a letter of September 28,1999 Dr. Manfred Rupert of the Tiroler Landesarchiv in Innsbruck
informed me that in the indices of the account books Kammer-Kopialbücher and the Kammer-Raitbiicher
from the years 1707-1708 there is no reference to Silvius Leopold Weiss. I hereby express my
thanks to Dr. Rupert for his research. See above, p. 54f., for information on the time that Weiss is
said to have gone to Rome with Alexander Sobieski.
68 See Volkmann, p. 275; Neemann, “Die Lautenistenfamilie Weiss,” p. 161; Smith, “The late
sonatas,” p. 8; Smith, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss,” 49; Edward R. Reilly and Douglas Alton Smith,
“Silvius Leopold Weiss,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (London: Macmillan,
1980) vol. 20, p. 325 (the article by the same authors and Tim Crawford in the recent edition of New
Grove, p. 235, no longer mentions an engagement in Düsseldorf); Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht,
“Der Lautenist Silvius Leopold Weiss und Johann Sebastian Bach,” p. 247; Hoffmann-Erbrecht,
“Bedeutende schlesische Lautenisten der Barockzeit,” p. 48; Hoffmann-Erbrecht, “Nur Silvius soll
die Laute spielen,” p. 173;; Burris: Lute and Theorbo, p. 26; Ulrike Neu, “Harmonik,” p. 29. Klima
and Radke write in their article on Weiss in MGG, vol. 14, Kassel 1968, col. 437, without naming
Düsseldorf explicitly: “Afterwards [= after his Kassel engagement] he [= S. L. Weiss] found an
appointment as chamber musician with the Elector of the Palatinate.
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to now no sources have been found that could give us any
information about the whereabouts of Weiss in the year 1715.
Indeed, in 1715 Elector Johann Wilhelm von der Pfalz was already
57 years old and was to die one year later, on June 8, 1716.69 The last
years of Johann Wilhelm’s life were characterized by serious
illnesses, which seem also to have had a paralyzing effect on
Düsseldorf s musical life.70 As one can see in the pertinent works
on Düsseldorfs musical history, the death of Johann Wilhelm
meant the end of the court residence as well as the court music in
Düsseldorf.71 Most of the Düsseldorf musicians later entered the
service of Johann Wilhelm’s successor as elector, his younger
brother Karl Philipp, who in the meantime no longer lived in
Breslau and Brieg, but rather from 1707 was imperial governor in
Innsbruck. Karl Philipp did not choose Düsseldorf as his capital,
but rather he moved to the Palatinate and resided first in
Heidelberg, and finally from 1720 in Mannheim.72 We will return to
this topic presently.

69 See the death notice for the Elector in a letter of June 8 by the Electress to Dorothea Sophia von
Parma, a sister of the late Elector (a contents summary of the letter is reproduced in Hermine Kühn
Steinhausen, “Der Briefwechsel der Kurfurstin Anna Maria Luise von der Pfalz,” in Düsseldorfer
Jahrbuch 40 (1938), No. A 712, p. 168); see also the inscription on the death medal of 1716 made by
Johan Selter for Elector Johann Wilhelm, in Anna Maria Luisa Media, Kurfurstin von der Pfa!^ [program
and catalog of die exhibition in the Stadtmuseum Düsseldorf, Sept. 9 - November 20, 1988]
(Düsseldorf, 1988), No. M 4a, p. 259; further sources in Schmidt, Kurfürst Kar! Philipp, p. 282, note
97.
70 From the year 1711 until his death, Johann Wilhelm suffered from serious illnesses. In 1711 the
elector became ill with St. Anthony’s fire, probably an erisypelas (Kopfrose), and thereafter followed
his first stroke in 1712. See also Hermine Kühn-Steinhausen, “Der Briefwechsel der Kurfürstin
Anna Maria Luise von der Pfalz,” p. 128, No. A 541, and p. 129f, No. A 549. On the erisypelas of
Johann Wilhelm; p. 133, nos. A 569 and A 570, and p. 134, nos. A 574 and A 576. On his first
stroke, see no. A 607 on p. 140, nos. A 610 and A 611 on p. 141, and no. A 618 on p. 143.
Compare also the documents written by Johann Wilhelm himself in 1711 and October 1712,
partially reproduced in Hermine Kühn-Steinhausen, Johann Wilhelm Kurfürst von der Pfafy Herzog von
Jülich-Berg (1658-1716), (Düsseldorf, 1958), pp. 123 and 119, respectively. In the latter letter,
written after the stroke, a pronounced tremor can be seen in the hand of the elector. Hermine Kühn
Steinhausen (ibid, p. 115-122) portrays the eventful course of Johann Wilhelm’s illness until his
death in 1716. See also the certificate on the illness of Johann Wilhelm by Professor Pieraccini,
printed in Hermine Kühn-Steinhausen, Die letrfe Medicäerin — eine deutsche Kurfurstin (Anna Maria Luisa
von derPfafy 1667-1743), (Düsseldorf, 1939), p. 118-121. Compare Fritz Zobeley, “Die Musik am
Hofe des Kurfürsten Johann Wilhelm von der Pfalz,” in Neues Archiv für die Geschichte der Stadt
Heidelberg und der Kurpfafy vol. 13 (Heidelberg, 1928), p. 161; also Wolfgang Horn and Rolf
Willhardt, Rheinische Symphonie. 700Jahre Musik in Düsseldorf, (Münster, 1987), p. 48f; and Wolfgang
Hom, “Anna Maria Luisa und die Musik. Anmerkungen zur musikalischen Praxis am Hof des
Kurfürsten Johann Wilhelm von der Pfalz,” in Anna Maria Luisa Medici, Kurfürstin von der Pfalt^
(Düsseldorf, 1988), p. Ill, and Oliver Kamau, Timetables 1658-1743 in the same collection, p.
216.
71 See for instance Wolfgang Hom, Anna Maria Luisa und die Musik, p. 111.
72 See Roland Würtz, “Düsseldorfer Musiker in der Mannheimer Hofkapelle,” in Beiträge tgr
rheinischen Musikgeschichte, Heft 118; Beiträg! gurMusikgeschichte der Stadt Düsseldorf, cd. Julius Alf (Köln,
1977), p. 30-34.
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Let us first examine which lutenists were employed at the court of
Johann Wilhelm in Düsseldorf during the period after 1714 that is
pertinent to our study. In documents and lists of musicians between
1708 and 1716, which he does not specify individually, Friedrich
Lau discovered an engagement of Johann Jakob and Johann
Sigismund Weiss in Düsseldorf; Carolus Romanini and periodically
Trevisani were additionally employed as theorbists in the service of
the Palatine elector.73 To be sure, in the lists known to me, which
are preserved today in the Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv and the
Geheimes Hausarchiv in Munich, the two lutenists Weiss are always
listed without forename, which makes a precise identification very
difficult.74
Lau’s statements about Johann Sigismund Weiss for the year 1709 are
substantiated by another source that names him expressly with his
first name. In his homage completed in 1709, ‘Le portrait du vrai
mérite’, dedicated to the elector, Giorgio Maria Rapparini grants

73 Fridrich Lau, “Die Rcgierungskollegien zu Düsseldorf und der Hofstaat zur Zeit Johann
Wilhelms (1679-1716) II,” in Düsseldorfer Jahrbuch 40 (Düsseldorf, 1938), No. 70, p. 271
(Trevisiani, here called “Revisani”), No. 72, p. 271 (Romanini), No. 89, p. 272 (Johann Sigismund
Weiss) and 90, p. 272 Qohann Jakob Weiss). Lau confuses Weiss father and son. This mistake was
noticed by Croll, Musikgeschichtliches aus Rapparinis Johann-Wilhelm-Manuskript, p. 259f.
Unfortunately Lau indicates neither the precise location nor the signature of the documents. Lau
mentions additionally a Lista Musicorum from the year 1711, also without citation of location or
signature (Lau, Die Rcgierungskollegien II, p. 270 and 272); see also the following footnote. More
precise, and full of material, is the work of Gerhard Steffen, Johann Hugo Wilderer (1670 bis 1724).
Kapellmeister ant kurpfidrfschen Hofe b?‘ Düsseldorf und Mannheim, Beiträge bRr rheinischen Musikgfschichte, Heft
40 (Köln, 1960), which reproduces some lists (if not always completely) and also cites the locations.
Another helpful work is Alfred Strahl, Die Hofmusik Jan Wellems 1679-1716. Eine historisch-genalogische
Betrachtung mit Herkunfts- und Nachfahrentafeln. Düsseldorfer Familienkunde, Sonderheft (Düsseldorf,
October, 1988). Strahl bases much of his article on unpublished works by Dr. Horst Scharschuch,
who attempted to compile a lexicon of Pfalz-Bavarian musicians but could not complete the project.
(Dr. Rüdiger Thomsen-Fürst kindly gave me this information.) On this topic see also the article by
Thomsen-Fürst, “...mit einem Priester in derPfalb veriteyratet. Zur Biographie der Juliana Margaretha
und zu einem unbekannten Zweig der Lautenistenfamilie Weiss” in: Die Laute. Jahrbuch der Deutschen
Lautengesellschaft, Nr. IV 2000, cd. Peter Kiräly (Frankfurt am Main, 2002), pp. 42 and 46, footnote
6.
74 Munich, BayHStA, Kasten blau 15/10, lists the musicians of Johann Wilhelm who were to
accompany him to the imperial election in Frankfurt am Main in 1711. Thus on fol. 42r a Lista
Musicorum, fol. 44v and 45r a crossed-out list Cburffatpiche] Cammer Music, fol 57r-58r a list
<7Zwz/izrr/[liche] Cammer Music, fol 67*v-68v a list CZi/q/wrriJliche] Cammer Music, fol. 142r-151v
Einquartierung ZÄzfcr] O/z^icrrtflichen] DJurchlaucht] ¡¡r Pfaltb undt Hojfstatt. The Lista Musicorum is
mentioned without indication of location by Lau, Die Regierungskollegien II, p. 272. Steffen, Johann
Hugo Wilderer, p. 89, reproduces the list of fol. 57r-58r, but he overlooked the Lista Musicorum
(Steffen, p. 88, note 150). Two further lists are preserved in Munich, BayHStA Abt III: Geheimes
Hausarchiv, Korrspondenz-Akten 1155/1. Here are found two lists, on fol. 129r and v and fol.
131r-132r, which, because of delayed suspension of the Düsseldorf musicians by Karl Philipp, lists
the personnel of the Düsseldorf HoJkapeUe in the first half of the year 1716. The list is printed
incompletely in Steffen, p. 91 f. See a facsimile of the list in Strahl, Die Hofmutik Jan Wellems, p. 135137. In a later publication I will evaluate the above-mentioned lists in detail.
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Johann Sigismund his own section and even adds a draft drawing of
a medallion with the portrait of Johann Sigismund.75

Johann Sigismund was most probably accompanied by his father
Johann Jakob to Düsseldorf. Johann Jakob Weiss is mentioned in the
Rapparini manuscript, but only as teacher of Johann Sigismund.76
However one can certainly deduce from Rapparini’s text that Johann
Jakob Weiss already was staying in Düsseldorf in 1709 with Johann
Sigismund. The time when Johann Jakob and Johann Sigismund
Weiss came to Düsseldorf cannot be determined exactly.77 We
know from the above considerations that Silvius Leopold Weiss
sojourned in the spring of 1706 in Düsseldorf and his playing
found great approbation with Johann Wilhelm. It may be that after
the return of Silvius Leopold to Breslau to his lord Karl Philipp, the
latter arranged the engagement of Johann Jakob and Johann
Sigismund to the service of Elector Johann Wilhelm. This must
however remain conjecture because of lack of documentary
evidence.
In his history of Düsseldorf, Friedrich Lau names another
Düsseldorf musician list from the year 1717, in which two lutenists
named Weiss are entered.78 Two such documents are preserved
today in the Nordrhein-Westfälisches
Hauptstaatsarchiv in
Düsseldorf.79 In one list, doubtless assembled in February, 1718,
which mentions the two decrees of December 17 and 29, 1717 that
pertain to the re-hiring of the theorbist Romanini and the tenor
Zuccarini, also mentions that the two lutenists Weiss together received

75 Giorgio Maria Rapparini, Le portrait du vrai mérite, 2 vols, facsimile and commentary volume
(Neusäß/Augsburg, 1988). In facsimile p. 86ff, transcription and translation in the commentary
volume, p. 45f. On the dating of the origin of the Rapparini manuscript see the commentary’ by
Hermine Kühn-Steinhausen (ibid., commentary volume, p. IX). The commentary’ volume is a
version, newly edited and augmented by a translation of Rapparini’s text, of the commentary of Die
Rapparini-Handscbrift der Landes- und Stadt-Bibliothek Düsseldorf, ed. Hermine Kühn-Steinhausen, with arthistorical commentary by Karl Koetschau, cd. Gert Adriani (Düsseldorf, 1958), Veriiffentlicbun^n der
Landes- und Stadt-Bibliothek Düsseldorf 4. The statements on dating by Hermine Kühn-Steinhausen
are found on p. VII. In a forthcoming volume of the journal of the Deutsche Lautengesellschaft I
will report more about Johann Sigismund Weiss and discuss the Rapparini manuscript extensively.
76 Giorgio Maria Rapparini, Leportrait du vrai mérite, facsimile vol. p. 86. Transcription and German
translation in the commentary volume, p. 45.
77 The sister of Johann Sigismund, Juliana Margaretha, bom in 1690, will also have come with her
brother, father and mother to Düsseldorf. On Juliana Margaretha Weiss see the article by Rüdiger
Thomsen-Fürst: “ ...mit einem Priester in der Pfalzverireyratet...f p. 41-47. On the mother with the name
Anna Margaretha Weiss see Neemann, “Die Lautenistenfamilie Weiß...,” p. 159 u. 173.1 have not
yet been able to examine the entry' of the baptism of Juliana Margaretha, which may name the
mother.
78 Friedrich Lau, Geschichte der Stadt Düsseldorf, vol. 1 (Düsseldorf, 1921), p. 215.
79 Düsseldorf, Nordrhein-Westfälisches Hauptstaatsarchiv (abbreviated below as NWHStA),
Bestand Jülich-Berg II, Nr. 2225, fol. 49r and v. 1 hereby cordially thank Frau Dr. Heike Preuß
for her help with the research. Reproduction of the list in Steffen, Johann Hugo Wilderer, p. 93f.
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1000
florins
salary.80
In
the
Nordrhein-Westfälisches
Hauptstaatsarchiv under the same signature there is yet another list
naming the court musicians, prepared by another hand.81 This list is
undated, but it is notable that the tenor Zuccarini and the theorbist
Romanini are not named here, which points to a date of mid
December 1717.82 Here, too, the two musicians named Weiss are
named and budgeted together with 1000 florins.83 The first names
of the two lutenists named Weiss are in the two lists, as in the
others mentioned above on the Düsseldorf Hofkapelle,
unfortunately unnamed. One of the two is certainly Johann
Sigismund, who is documented for us by the evidence of the
Rapparini manuscript as lutenist at the Düsseldorf court. We can
however for good reasons assume, that the second lutenist named
Weiss was Johann Jakob. For one, both of their salaries are not
indicated separately but rather together, which leads us to infer a
common household of father and son, since at the time of his
arrival in Düsseldorf Johann Sigismund was still a child. The two
apparently preserved their common household during their
Düsseldorf years.84 Moreover, Johann Jakob and Johann Sigismund
Weiss were subsequently employed by Karl Philipp in his Palatine
Hofkapelle. Thus the two are — including the first names — listed in

® Düsseldorf, NWHStA, Bestand Jülich-Berg II, Nr. 2225, fol. 49v. According to Steffen, Johann
Hugo Wilderer, p. 73f., notes 118 and 92, the list stems from February 1718.
81 Düsseldorf, NWHStA, Bestand Jülich-Berg II, Nr. 2225, fol. 51r-52r.
10 Steffen, Johann Hugo Wilderer, p. 94, places the date before December 1717. According to Lau, Die
Regierungskollegien II, Romanini had already entered the service ofJohann Wilhelm in 1692 (Lau, No.
72, p. 271) and Zuccarini since 1707 (ibid., no. 93, p. 272). Romanini and Zuccarini are still found
in the Mannheim orchestra list in 1723. The orchestra list is now in a manuscript in die Manuscript
Department of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich under signature Cgm 1665 entided Titul
und Nahmen Buch J von / Ihrer Chur/ursthchen Durchleucht I pp Pfaltp^ ¡Gelammten Hofstatt / wie auch allen und
Jeden / So wohl / ChurPfaltppcben ! als I Neuburgjschen / auch / GuHch= und Bergischen / Cantpjeyen und Raths
Collégien / So dan / Beamten und Bedienten auffdem Land / Samt / Einer vorhergehender Ordnung / Der Herren
Rittenn / Deß Hochlöblichen Ordens / SANCT7 HUBERTI / Prima et Secunda Classis ! ppsammen getragn
/ ANNO 1723 on pages 46-50. Romanini is entered on p. 48, Zuccarini on p. 47. On the orchestra
list see also Friedrich Walter, Geschichte des Theaters und der Musik am kurpfdhpehen Hofe (Forschung^ ppr
Geschichte Mannheims und der Pfalg^I, Leipzig, 1898), p. 77f. On the former Düsseldorf musicians,
who were rehired by Karl Philipp, see Roland Würtz, “Düsseldorfer Musiker in der Mannheimer
Hofkapelle,” p. 30-34. Here Würtz listed the Düsseldorf musicians of the Mannheim orchestra list
in another list he himself prepared (ibid., p. 33). See also Würtz, Verppchnis und Ikonographie der
kurpjdlspcben Hofinusiker pp Mannheim nebst darstellendem Theaterpersonal 1723-1803 (Quellenkataloge ppr
Musikgeschichte, ed. Richard Schaal, vol. 8 Wilhelmshaven, 1975), p. 51 (Romanini) and p. 58
(Zuccarini).
® Düsseldorf, NWHStA, Bestand Jülich-Berg II, Nr. 2225, fol. 51 v: “beyden Lauthenisten Weiss
... 1000
84 A further look at the lists of 1717-1718 shows that this proposition lies well within the realm of
possibility. Here for instance the bassoonist Holzbauer and his eldest son are listed separately, as are
the brothers Joseph and Franz Fischer (Düsseldorf, NWHSAtA, Bestand Jülich-Berg II, Nr. 2225,
fol. 49r and fol. 51r, respectively).
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the Mannheim orchestra list of 172385 and are further traceable in
the Palatine court calendars among the Mannheim musicians.86
Now let us examine which source is cited by Weiss research as
support for the assertion that Silvius Leopold Weiss was engaged in
Düsseldorf as of 1715/1716. Here it can be determined that only
Hans Volkmann, who - as far as I can see - was the first to mention
the Düsseldorf engagement, names a source. Volkmann’s statement
is always cited uncritically by subsequent scholars without citing a
source.87

Volkmann writes: “He [= Weiss] soon exchanged the position in
Kassel with a similar one with the Elector Johann Wilhelm von der
Pfalz, who at that time held his court in Düsseldorf.”88 Volkmann
adds a footnote to Johann Wilhelm, which however only refers to
“this Elector as a friend of music.”89 Volkmann here names as his
source the first volume of the Händel biography by Friedrich
Chrysander from the year 1858. At the points cited by Volkmann,
which are the sole places in this biography that mention Johann
Wilhelm, Chrysander informs us only in general about Johann
Wilhelm’s fondness for music.90 Volkmann reports further about
the appointment of Silvius Leopold Weiss “within a short time as
electoral KammermusikuT and that Weiss was granted leave because
he had been called by the Saxon court “for a time to Dresden as a
guest,”91 though without citing evidence for his assertions. Weiss
then sojourned, according to Volkmann, for a long period in
Dresden.92 Only “at the beginning of the year 1718 did he [Weiss]
finally decide to honor his duties and return to Düsseldorf.” Here

85 Titul und Nahmen Buch I von I Ihrer Chufürstlichen Durchleucht / gu Pfaltg / Gesammten Hoffstatt (as note
82), p. 47. See Friedrich Walter, Geschichte des Theaters und der Musik am kurpfölgiscben Hofe, p. 77;
Würtz, “Düsseldorfer Musiker in der Mannheimer Hofkapelle,” p. 33; see also Würtz, Vergeicbnis
und Ikonographie der kurpfölgischen Hofmusiker gu Mannheim, p. 56.
86 See Würtz, Vergtichnis und Ikonographie der kurpfölgischen Hofmusiker gu Mannheim, p. 56.
87 See the literature cited in note 68. Only Klima and Radke name this source, in their article on the
lute family Weiss in MGG, vol. 14, col. 439, which in the section “Literaturangaben” (citations [sic]
of the literature), without however recognizing in the main text the actual facts of the matter. They,
too, rely on the statements of Volkmann.
88 Volkmann, “Sylvius Leopold Weiss,” p. 275.
»Ibid., p. 275, note 2.
50 Friedrich Chrysander, G. F. Handel, vol. 1 (Leipzig, 1858), p. 250f. and p. 338. Volkmann cites
both these pages.
91 Volkmann, p. 275.
92 Ibid., p. 276. Weiss purportedly appeared already in 1717 in a salary list at the Dresden
Hofkapelle, “although he could not by right belong to this Kapelle, since he was still bound by his
contract to the Palatinate,” writes Volkmann. For this statement Volkmann cites a salary list of the
Dresden Hofkapelle quoted in Moritz Fürstenau, Beiträge gur Geschichte der Königlich Sächsischen
musikalischen Kapelle (Dresden, 1849), p. 123f. I have not yet been able to locate this document in the
Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv. See also below, note 100.
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Volkmann cites an archival source that certainly supports his
assumption that Weiss was employed in Düsseldorf.93

It is a letter from August the Strong to the Elector of the Palatinate,
dated April 3, 1718, which was handed two days later to Weiss, on
April 5, 1718.94 He was surely to take it personally to his lord. The
letter is addressed to the Elector of the Palatinate, though his name
is not explicitly stated, and Weiss is indicated as in his service.
August the Strong asks the Palatine elector not to hold the long
absence of Weiss against him and to continue to be favorably
disposed to him.95 However one word in this letter stands out. The
letter says that Weiss is returning to the courtly encampment
[hofflaagef\ of the elector.96 This word hofflaager, Hoflager in modern
German orthography, is actually not used to denote a permanent
residence of a prince. It more likely means a traveling court
residence. At this point we must cast a glance at the situation
regarding the Palatine retinue in the period between 1716 and 1718.
As mentioned above, after the death of the childless Palatine elector
Johann Wilhelm, his brother, Count Palatine Karl Philipp became
the new elector. Weiss had already been engaged in his service
before the lutenist’s long sojourn in Italy. However Karl Philipp
remained almost a year longer in Innsbruck, finally leaving on May
19,1717.97 His path led him first to the ancestral home of his family,
Neuburg an der Donau, where he is documented as early as June 21,
1717.98 He remained in Neuburg for the rest of the year 1717 and
more than half of the following year. Karl Philipp most probably
did not leave Neuburg until August 1718 for his electoral lands,

93 Volkmann, p. 276, note 2.
94 Dresden, Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv (below abbreviated SächsHStA), Geheimes Kabinet, Loc.
2961, Sachen mit Chur-Pfalz, Vol. I, 1697 ff., Bl. 55a. See the appendix, No. 5 and the facsimile
and edition of the letter in Legl, “Zwischen Grottkau und Neuburg” p. 38pp. Smith, “Sylvius
Leopold Weiss,” p. 49, presumed on the basis of an announcement that Tim Crawford had found
in the 1718 Daily Courant, a London newspaper, that the “Mr. Weiss” who concertized in London
between February andjune, 1718 was Silvius Leopold. Smith printed die notice of June 17, 1718
in full. However the dating of the letter from August the Strong and the indication made therein that
Silvius Leopold Weiss was handed the letter personally on April 5, 1718, prove clearly Silvius’
presence in Dresden at the time in question. It is likely that Johann Sigismund Weiss was in London
(we can doubdess exclude the father Johann Jakob from consideration), for since the death of
Elector Johann Wilhelm in 1716 Johann Sigismund had had scarcely anything to do. The
combining of the Düsseldorf musicians with the Innsbruck musicians of Karl Phillipp occurred, at
the earliest, in August of 1718, after the arrival of Karl Philipp in his new Palatine domain. I am
gratefill to Dr. Douglas Alton Smith for providing me his transcriptions of the Daily Courant
notices not printed in his article. In these, too, no first name is indicated for “Mr. Weiss.”
95 Dresden, SächsHStA, Loc. 2961, Bl. 55a. See the appendix, No. 5.
96 Dresden, SächsHStA, Loc. 2961, Bl. 55a. See the appendix, No. 5.
97 Schmidt, Kurfürst Kar! Philipp, pp. 86 and 90.
98 Munich, BayHStA, Kasten blau, 53/1: The first letter of Karl Philipp from Neuburg to the
Count Palatine von Sulzbach, dated 21 June, 1717.
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going first to Schwetzingen, then to Heidelberg." For the time
being he did not visit the other lands he inherited from Johann
Wilhelm, the duchies Jülich and Berg with Johann Wilhelm’s
residence Düsseldorf.
After April 5, 1718, if he wished to meet his lord, the Palatine
Elector Karl Philipp, Silvius Leopold Weiss must therefore have
had to travel to Neuburg an der Donau, which in all probability he
did. Weiss eventually achieved the dissolution of his contract with
Elector Karl Philipp and was engaged on August 23, 1718, in
Dresden by August the Strong.*100
What, then, follows from all these deliberations? Silvius Leopold
Weiss was indeed under contract to the Elector of the Palatinate,
only he was not named Johann Wilhelm but rather Karl Philipp.
Volkmann here only conjectures whether Weiss had really gone to
Düsseldorf or whether he had been notified of the dissolution of
his contract before the beginning of his journey. These conjectures
can now be regarded as obsolete, since as my arguments will show,
Weiss had no intention of going to Düsseldorf.
I believe that Silvius Leopold Weiss, when he began to seek a new
position in 1715, or even as early as 1714, was well informed of the
situation at the Düsseldorf court by his brother and father, who
were both employed by Johann Wilhelm, and saw no hope for a
future in Düsseldorf. Employment of Silvius Leopold Weiss would
have meant a third lutenist at the Düsseldorf Hofkapelle, quite apart
from the two theorbists, which would have been very unusual.
Moreover, a competitive situation between the two brothers Weiss

w See Munich, BayHStA, Kasten blau, 53/1. Until July 22, 1718, Karl Philipp is securely
documented in Neuburg (ibid.). On August 13, 1718 is dated a letter of Karl Philipp from
Schwetzingen to the Countess Palatine von Birkenfeld (ibid.). See Schmidt, Kurfürst Karl Philipp, p.
92.
100 The direction to the Genera! Accis-Collegium (general tax office) bears the date August 23, 1718
(Dresden, SächsHStA, Loc. 383, Die Bande Franbpsischer Comoedianten und Orchestra, vol. I, Bl. 224a).
There also exists on August 22 a per diem invoice, whereby Weiss was to receive daily 1 Taler 8
Groschen allowance (ibid., Bl. 222a) and an instruction that as of August 1,1000 Reichstaler salary were
to be paid to Weiss (ibid., Bl. 225a). Unfortunately the latter instruction bears no year, but one can
assume that it was 1718. The assertion, often encountered in Weiss literature, that Weiss was already
engaged in Dresden in 1717, does not appear to me to be correct. The source is probably
Fürstenau, Beiträge, p. 123. For instance there is no entry for S. L. Weiss in the Hoff-Buch worinnen alle
Köwgflich] Pohlnische und Chur Fwrr^ich] -S'<irZ>xf[sche] Hoff=Bediente nach ihm Alter Geburt Bedienung
Besoldung und wann sie nach Hoffe kommen Eingebeichnet bpbrfinden von 1717 bis 1720 (“Court-Book
wherein all Royal Polish and Electoral Saxon Court Servants are found, according to their age,
birth, service, salary and when they came to the court, from 1717 to 1720;” Dresden, SächsHStA,
OHMH [= Oberhofmarschallamt] K II Vol. 5). Here between fol. 85v and 87r are entered
Hoff=Kirchen und Capel! Bediente and between fol. 87v and 96r Capell Musici, by year of entry, partly
with autograph details. I am very grateful to Dr. Gerhard Poppe, Dresden, for the reference to this
document and for supplying me with copies.
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at the same court would have been desirable for neither. Finally, we
cannot exclude their father as a possible competitor.
From the facts that Weiss was employed in the spring of 1718 by
Elector Karl Philipp, but is not documented in the Düsseldorf
Hofkapelle of Karl Philipp’s predecessor Johann Wilhelm, the
question arises whether Silvius Leopold Weiss, upon his return
from Italy, returned either direcdy or later to his former lord Karl
Philipp at his court in Innsbruck and there received a position.
Unfortunately the account books from Karl Philipp’s Innsbruck
period, which would have listed his private expenses and thus also
the Hofkapelle expenses, are not preserved.101 An engagement of
Weiss at the Innsbruck court therefore cannot be proven by
documentary sources, but remains quite probable. What speaks for
an engagement of Silvius Leopold Weiss at the Innsbruck court of
Karl Philipp?

In his book on the Innsbruck Hofkapelle, Walter Senn demonstrated
altogether 44 members in the chapel.102 Weiss is unfortunately not
among them. One fact could, however, give us the proof that Weiss
had some sort of connection to Tyrol and to the Innsbruck court of
Karl Philipp.

In the Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum in Innsbruck there is a
volume entitled Bibliotheca Tirolensis, compiled by Andreas Alois
Baron di Pauli von Treuheim (1761-1839).103 Volume CCCLXVIII of
the Bibliotheca Tirolensis, which today bears the signature Dip. 1106,
contains four different manuscripts, among them the one most
interesting for us, “Authores Musici Tirolenses.”104 It is found on
fol. 118r-125v, between the “Collectanea” pages which it
interrupts.105 The manuscript bears on fol. 118r as actual title
101 Walter Senn, Musik und Theater am Hofgu Innsbruck. Geschichte der Hofkapelle vom 15. Jahrhundert bis ?u
denn Auflösung im Jahre 1748 (Innsbruck, 1954), p. 313. Upon my request directed to the Tiroler
Landesarchiv in Innsbruck it was confirmed that the whereabouts of the account books of the court
of Karl Philipp are unknown. Furthermore, in the Kammer-Kopialbiicber and the Kammer-Raitbiicher of
the years 1714-1717 there is no reference to Silvius Leopold Weiss (correspondence from Dr.
Manfred Rupert of Sept. 28,1999). See also above, note 67.
102 Senn, p. 313-316. Senn assumes, however, that the Hofkapelle had more than 44 documentable
members (ibid., p. 313).
I<M On di Pauli and the Bibliotheca tirolensis see SammeHaist. 175 Jahre Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum,
ed. Gert Amman and Ellen Hastaba, (Innsbruck and Vienna, 1998), p. 62f.
I(M Innsbruck, Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum, Signature Dip. 1106. Contents: Biicher=-Kasten
up Amras, ylw4on“J Roschman[ni} Collectanea pro historia litteraria Ttrolensi, Authores Musici Tirolenses and
yl»4°nii] Roschmanfni] Oratio de clans viris Tirolensibus. I received a kind reference to this manuscript
from Frau Dr. Hildegard Herrmann-Schneider of the Institut für Tiroler Musikforschung. I also
graciously thank the director of the library of the Ferdinandeum, Dr. Martin Bitschnau, who
enabled me to examine the manuscript although the library was normally not open to visitors
because of a move.
105 The >l»4onii] RwrAzaafffni] Collectaneapro bistoria litteraria Ttrolensi extend from fol. 11-117 and fol.
125-154. The foliation occurred after binding. This interruption is also indicated in the table of
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“Musicj Authores;” the title “Authores Musici Tirolenses” is
entered at the beginning of the manuscript on the reverse side of
the first folio in the so-called table of contents (Inhaltsver^eibnis). The
manuscript “Musicj Authores” contains, aside from a brief
supplement of notes in another hand, word-for-word transcriptions
of 21 articles on musicians from Johann Gottfried Walther’s
Musikalisches Lexikon of 1732.106 On fol. 124v-125r of the manuscript
there appears the article on Silvius Leopold Weiss.
As the expanded title of the manuscript in the table of contents
indicates, it was obviously the intention of the person who
compiled the manuscript to copy from Walther’s Lexikon those
musicians who had some connection to Innsbruck or Tyrol. In
addition, the author of this compilation must have had access to
other sources of information besides Walther, which however he
does not reveal, since in Walther’s articles a Tyrolean connection of
the musician in question is not always apparent. For instance the
article on Benedict Anton Aufschnaiter in Walther betrays no
connection of Aufschnaiter to Tyrol though he appears in the
manuscript. Aufschnaiter was born in Kitzbiihel, thus he was of
Tyrolean descent.107108
The article on Johann Georg Tschortsch also
gives no reference to the Tyrolean origin of the musician and that
he was, for instance, accepted as a singing boy in 1692 into the
Innsbruck Hofkapelle.™ With most of the other musicians featured in
the manuscript a connection can be established to Innsbruck or
Tyrol, if only with the help of other sources of information,109 with

contents of the manuscript (Innsbruck, Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum, Signatur: Dip.
1106).
106 The following musicians are included (in parentheses I cite first the folio that the article occupies
in the manuscript, then the corresponding page numbers from Walther’s Lexikon)·. Blasius Amon
(fol. 118r, Walther p. 33); Benedict Anton Au fschaiter (fol. 118r, Walther p. 56); Giovanni Battista
Bonometti (fol. 118v, Walther p. 105f.); Michel Charles Du Buisson (fol. 118v-119r, Walther p.
117); Francesco Antonio Bfujonporti (fol. 119r, Walther p. 119); Nikolaus Cusanus (fol. 119r120r, Walther p. 196); Nikolaus Faber (fol. 120r, Walther p. 236); Jean Le Febure (fol. 120r,
Walther p. 240f.); Leonhard Lechner (fol. 120v, Walther p. 358f.); Jakob Regnardus/Regnart (fol.
121r-122r, Walther p. 516f.); Ambrosius Reiner (fol. 122r-122v, Walther p. 518); Christoph Sätzl
(fol. 120v and 123r, the text on Sätzl was originally connected, but was interrupted by leaves with
the articles on Regnardus and Reiner that were added later, Walther p. 538); Franciscus Salefs] (fol.
125v, Walther p. 538); Paulus Sartorius (fol. 123r, Walther p. 542); Johannes
Stadelmaier/Stadlmayr (fol. 123r-123v, Walther p. 575f.); Felicianus Suevus/Schwab (fol. 123v124r, Walther p. 586); Johann Georg Tschortsch (fol. 124r, Walther p. 621); Alexander Utendal
(fol. 124r, Walther p. 643); Gotthard Wagner (fol. 124r-124v, Walther p. 644); Silvius Leopold
Weiss (fol. 124v-125r), Walther p. 647); and Johannes Zangerfus] (fol. 125v, Walther p. 655).
107 gee Peter Lechl, article on Benedict Anton Aufschnaiter in MGG, 2nd newly edited printing,
Personenteil vol. 1 (Kassel and Basel, 1999), col. 1163ff.
108 Walter Senn, article on Johann Georg Tschortsch in MGG 13 (1966), col. 927f.
109 The compiler of the manuscript also adopts articles from Walther, if for instance a work of the
composer was printed in Innsbruck, as for instance in the case of Felicianus Suevus/Schwab (see
Walther, p. 586).
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the exception of Bonometti — due perhaps to an oversight of the
compiler110 — and Silvius Leopold Weiss.
The present finding suggests that the compiler of the manuscript
must have had sources of information now unknown to us,
according to which Weiss had a connection to Tyrol or the
Innsbruck court. Here of course an engagement of Weiss with Karl
Philipp in Innsbruck following the lutenist’s return from Italy is
conceivable. 111 This must, however, remain conjecture for lack of
more sources.
Karl Philipp wrote on September 11, 1716 to the widow of Johann
Wilhelm that he would release no musicians from his Innsbruck
Hofkapellef1 Whether Weiss traveled in 1717 with Karl Philipp from
Innsbruck to Neuburg and then took leave for a tournee, or
whether this happened already in Innsbruck, cannot be determined.
Weiss is however documented in Prague in 1717.113 Weiss finally
departed from Karl Philipp in late spring of 1718 after his tournee
in Dresden, before the elector’s arrival in his new domain. We can
assume that Weiss instigated the dissolution of the contract, not the
elector. Weiss probably wished to avoid the above-mentioned
possible competitive situation with his brother in the future
Palatine orchestra and accepted the extremely lucrative offer of
August the Strong, and went to Dresden for good. He remained in
this engagement for the rest of his life.

Hl> Bonometti was originally engaged at the Graz Hofkapelle of Archduke Ferdinand von
Innerösterreich. After the election of Ferdinand as Emperor, Bonometti followed him to Vienna
(Helmut Federhofer, article on Giovanni Battista Bonometti in MGG 15 (1973), col. 944f.).
Perhaps the compiler of the manuscript confused the Archduke of Innerösterreich with Archduke
Ferdinand II of Tyrol. A further possibility would be the fact that after the death of Archduke
Ferdinand in 1595 Tyrol fell to the Emperor, because the sons of the archduke from his marriage
with (the bourgeois) Philippine Weiser were excluded from succession because of lack of noble
parity (see Walter Senn, article on Innsbruck in MGG 6 (1957), col. 1227). The article on
Bonometti would thus have been included in the manuscript because Bonometti was an imperial
musician. This possibility is however improbable, since then all articles in Walther that treat
musicians in the service of the emperor from the Habsburg lineage after 1595 would have had to be
included in the manuscript This is however not the case.
111 See Reilly, Smith, Crawford, “Weiss,” vol. 27, p. 253. This conjecture is however based upon
my article presented here (its content was known in advance to Smith and Crawford). See note 12.
Further references to an Innsbruck engagement of Silvius Leopold Weiss could lie in the titles La
belle Tiroloise (Silvius Leopold Weiss, Sämtliche Werke für Laute..., 1. Bd., Teil 2, fol. 133r°) and
Mademoiselle Tiroloise (ibid., fol. 155v°). I am grateful to Markus Lutz of Bad Buchau for this
friendly tip.
1,2 Hermine Kühn-Steinhausen, Der Briefwechsel der Kurfiirstin Anna Maria Luise von der Pfal%, No. A 727,
p. 171.
113 The allemande from Sonate 1 in F from the London Weiss manuscript bears at the end the note
“Weis, original fait ä Prague 1717” (Silvius Leopold Weiss, Sämtliche Werkefür Laute, vol 1, Teil 1,
fol. 2r).
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Appendix
The documents are presented here in English translation. Facsimiles
and original-language versions appear elsewhere.114
For documents 2a, b, c, d, and e as well as 3a and b, only the
sections relevant to Weiss were transcribed. Documents 4 and 5 are
completely transcribed, since they pertain in their entirety to Siivius
Leopold Weiss.

1.
Lexicon article on the lute and Siivius Leopold Weiss
From: Johann Christoph Gottsched, ed., Handlexicon oder
Kurzgefaßtes Wörterbuch der schönen Wissenschaften und fireyen
Künste, Leipzig 1760.
la (col. 1004-1005)
Lute, the
is a musical instrument with strings, which are played with both
hands. Formerly it had only six double courses. More recently it has
attained, especially with the great Sylvio Leopold Weiss, a
completely different form. Because of its harmony and its charm,
and because it can accompany itself as well as persons that love
solitude, it can constitute an amusement, as well as—when it has 13
courses and is theorboed—appear together in the largest Concerten.
At the end of the previous century in France the Gaultiers were
famous on this instrument. Germany however will surely eternally
honor its Weiss as not only the second father but also the greatest
master of the lute. It appears that this instrument does not appear to
be easy and noisy enough for French fickleness. By the same token
one knows in Germany persons for whom from their most tender
youth it was not difficult. *

lb (col. 1644-1645)
Weiß, (Sylvio Leopold)
a great lutenist, was born in Grotkau, a little village in Silesia, in 1687.
His first teacher was his own father, who advanced him so far with
his splendid natural talent, that already in his seventh year he had
114 Illustrations and first edition of the texts in Legi, “Zwischen Grottkau und Neuburg...,” p.3040. The texts will appear edited by Douglas Alton Smith and Frank Legl, “Documents on Weiss's
Life,” forthcoming in JLSA 32 (1999).
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played before Kaiser Leopold. In the year 1710 he went to Rome,
after he had previously looked around in Germany and earned
general astonishment. In 1718 he was called to Dresden by King
August II.
One can call this great artist to some extent the father of the lute,
for with him it has taken a completely different form. He not only
increased it from eleven to thirteen courses, but since he also made
its neck straight [gerade] or theorboed, he henceforth enabled it to
play along in the largest Concerten. But most of all, his compositions
stand out above all others known. To be sure, they are called
difficult by some, but only by those who are too careless or too
old, or otherwise have a preference for some other instrument.
Although they are very difficult to get hold of, since the blessed
[selige = “the late’] man was very reluctant to let them out of his
hands. Therefore whoever has a good collection of them must
regard it as a treasure and cherish it.

His touch was very soft; one heard it, and didn’t know from whence
the tones came. In playing fantasias he was incomparable; the piano
and forte were completely in his grasp. In short, he was lord of his
instrument and could do anything he wanted with it. His surviving
repertory consist of solos, trios, large Concerten, tombeaux, among
which the one for Count Lochi (sic = Losy) is incomparable, and a
few short Galanterie pieces. He died in 1750, and the world lost in
him the greatest lutenist that Europe has ever heard and admired. *

2.
Kassel Court Invoices on Weiss from February and March 1706
Hessisches Staatsarchiv Marburg, Rechnungen II, Kassel, Nr.
598, Jg. 1705/06.
The pages of the invoice books are not paginated, although arranged
chronologically by week. Entries on Weiss are found in the weeks
from February 22 to the 28th of March. The number 2 in the some
daily columns probably means that the pertinent person was fed
twice a day.115

2a
Entry for the week of 22 to 28 February. Under the rubric Ausgabe
Kostgeldt %u Cassell, und auf der BerlienerBeyfie (Dispensed board-wages in
Cassell and on the Berlin trip) there is listed:
1,5 Reference from Dr. Hermann Langkabel and Dr. Peter Kiräly. See die facsimile in Legl,
Zwischen Grottkau und Neuburg,” p. 32f.
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1 lutenist Weiss, whom Your Grace brought back from
Berlin on command when Your Grace left for Berlin on
the 25th of January; I have paid those people in your retinue
the board-wages according to specifications with 40
\Rjeichstalei\.
Another [payment to] the same for 14 days laundry
allowance according to specification 7 \Reichstaler\, 18 [Albus],
8 [Hellei\.

2b
Entry for the week of March 1 to 7. Here only the boarding wage
for the first to the fifth of March is listed for Weiss. The columns
for March 6 and 7 remain empty. The rubric is entitled Payment
Boarding Wagesfor Cassell.
Summa
Rd.
alb.
H.
10
1
13
1 Chamber servant Schönhuet
10
1 Chamber servant Herlin
1
13
—
2
16
1 Lutenist Weiß
1 KüchschreibedXh Cäsar
1
13
10

2c
Entry for the week of 8 to 14 March. The rubric reads: Payment
Boarding Wagesfor Cassell and the Trip to Cleve.
1 Chamber servant Schönhuet
1 Chamber servant Herlin
1 Lutenist Weiß
1 Küchschreiber Cäsar

NB: are included in the

}

Clev[ischen] boarding
wages specification

2d
Entry for the week of 15 to 21 March under the rubric Payments
Boarding Wagesfor Cassell and Cleve
1
1
1
1

Chamber servant Schönhuet
Chamber servant Herlin
Lutenist Weiß
Küchschreiber Cäsar

}

NB: were fed in Cleve

116 The meaning of Kuchschreiber is not dear. Perhaps it refers to an individual who kept accounts
for the kitchen.
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2e
Entry for the week of 22 to 28 March under the rubric: Payments
Boarding Wagesfor Cassell and Cleve.

1
1
1
1

Chamber servant Schönhuet
Chamber servant Herlin
Lutenist Weiß
Kiichschreiber Cäsar

}

NB: were fed in Cleve

3.
Entries regarding Weiss during March 1706 in the account book
for Crown Prince Friedrich von Hessen-Kassel.
Landesbibliothek und Murhardsche Bibliothek der Stadt Kassel,
Signatur: 2° Ms. Hass 345, 1706 Einnahme und Ausgabe
(Erbprinz Friedrich).

3a
Entry on p. 65 for 8 March, 1706:

To the lutenist Weis as installment of his wage, paid
{Reicbstaler).

— 30

3b
Entry on p. 74 for March 30, 1706.
The sum is entered in the Reichtaler column. The lutenist is not
named in the passage, but a marginal entry reads, vid. d. 8 t. martii
(“see the 8th of March”).

To the lutenist for his journey to BreBlaw — 50 [Reichstaler]

4.
Draft of a letter of 5 May, 1706, from the Elector Johann Wilhelm
von der Pfalz to his brother, Pfalzgraf Karl Philipp.
Munich, Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Kasten blau 52/16:
[...]6To
His Grace Lord Count Palatine Carl Philipp

To Your Grace I hereby extend friendly and brotherly thanks
for giving permission to Your lutenist Weiss to come here and play
for me. During his presence [here] this virtuoso has performed in
such a manner that I felt abundant pleasure and contentment, which
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I shall not neglect to praise to Your Grace in these lines. And at the
same time I should earnestly entreat [Your Grace] indeed to grant
me the long desired occasion [of a visit]. Which is from the heart,
and I remain faithfully [Yours}, etc.
D[üssel]i/ö$ 5 May, 1706
Johann Wilhelm

5.
Draft of a letter from August the Strong to the Elector of the
Palatinate, April 3,1718.
Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden, Geheimes Kabinet, Loc.
2961, Sachen mit Chur-Pfalz, vol. 1,1697 ff., Bl. 55a.
To His Grace the Elector of the Palatinate
PP
Since the Chamber Musician in Your service, Silvius Leopold Weiß,
who has sojourned here awhile at Our demand, is now about to
return to Your Grace’s courtly encampment. Thus We have wished
to accompany him there with this our instructions and beseech
Your Grace in a friendly and cousin-like manner not to interpret
this little delay in returning to You with disinclination towards
Your aforementioned Chamber Musician Weiss, for it was caused
by Us, but rather bestow on him the further unwavering enjoyment
of Your goodwill and grace.
Wherefore We remain in these and other occasions willing and
prepared to granting Your Grace friendly, cousin-like favors.
Date Dresden, April 3, 1718
A[ugustus] R[ex]
Flemming

The draft bears a comment about the fair copy and a note that the
document had left the chancellery.
B. the 3rd of April 1718
on the 5th of the same [month] the Chamber Musician Weiß
himself received [the letter] from Mr. Backstroh.

-Translatedfrom the German by Douglas Alton Smith
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